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Abstract

The LF logical framework codifies a methodology for representing deductive systems,
such as programming languages and logics, within a dependently typed λ-calculus. In
this methodology, the syntactic and deductive apparatus of a system is encoded as the
canonical forms of associated LF types; an encoding is correct (adequate) if and only if it
defines a compositional bijection between the apparatus of the deductive system and the
associated canonical forms. Given an adequate encoding, one may establish metatheoretic
properties of a deductive system by reasoning about the associated LF representation.
The Twelf implementation of the LF logical framework is a convenient and powerful tool
for putting this methodology into practice. Twelf supports both the representation of a
deductive system and the mechanical verification of proofs of metatheorems about it.

The purpose of this paper is to provide an up-to-date overview of the LF λ-calculus, the
LF methodology for adequate representation, and the Twelf methodology for mechanizing
metatheory. We begin by defining a variant of the original LF language, called Canonical
LF, in which only canonical forms (long βη-normal forms) are permitted. This variant
is parameterized by a subordination relation, which enables modular reasoning about LF
representations. We then give an adequate representation of a simply typed λ-calculus in
Canonical LF, both to illustrate adequacy and to serve as an object of analysis. Using this
representation, we formalize and verify the proofs of some metatheoretic results, including
preservation, determinacy, and strengthening. Each example illustrates a significant aspect
of using LF and Twelf for formalized metatheory.

1 Introduction

A formal definition of a programming language provides a precise specification for
programmers, ensures compatibility among compilers, and enables rigorous anal-
ysis of its properties. However, a language definition is an intricate artifact, and
the proofs of its properties are often complex and subtle. Consequently, it can be
difficult to define a language correctly and prove the appropriate theorems about
it, let alone to maintain the definition and associated proofs as a language evolves.
Fortunately, some of this burden can be alleviated by mechanizing the definition
and metatheory of a language.

In this article, we present a technical introduction to mechanizing languages using
LF (Harper et al., 1993) and Twelf (Pfenning & Schürmann, 1999). The literature
on formalizing and verifying languages in LF and Twelf is dispersed among nu-
merous research papers, dissertations, course notes, and on-line repositories. The
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goal of this paper is to consolidate these ideas and make them more accessible to
a broader audience. We present an up-to-date overview of the LF λ-calculus, the
LF methodology for representing languages, and the Twelf methodology for me-
chanically verifying the metatheory of a language. We hope to suggest that this
methodology for mechanizing languages is effective and feasible; however, the suc-
cessful Twelf mechanization efforts, some of which are listed in Section 5, support
this claim better than this article can.

Mechanizing Definitions in LF. Language formalization efforts frequently start
from an informal, on-paper definition of the language to be mechanized—in, for
example, a textbook or a research paper. What does it mean to correctly represent
such a language definition in a formal framework? In the methodology of the the
LF logical framework (Harper et al., 1993), an LF representation of a language is
adequate iff it is isomorphic to the informal definition of the language. Adequacy
is a useful correctness criterion because any reasoning in or about an adequate
LF representation applies equally well to the informal definition, and vice versa.
For example, metatheoretic proofs about an adequate LF representation establish
properties of the original definition as well.

LF is a minimal dependent type theory. The syntax and judgements of an object
language (the object of study) are represented in LF as as the canonical forms
(essentially long βη-normal forms) of associated LF types. These canonical forms
are specified by an LF signature, which declares type and term constants, and
by a world, which specifies the LF contexts under consideration. A representation
is adequate iff there is an isomorphism between the informal presentation of the
object language and the associated canonical forms. The LF methodology has been
successfully used to derive representations of a wide variety of logical systems, often
leading to new insights about their structure.

One can often use variable binding in LF to represent object-language bind-
ing forms and hypothetical judgements. With such higher-order representations
of syntax and judgements, LF binding provides object-language operations such
as α-conversion and capture-avoiding substitution and object-language judgement
properties such as weakening and substitution. Because binding and substitution
are present in both the informal presentation of a language and its LF represen-
tation, an isomorphism between the two must respect this structure. Thus, we say
that a higher-order LF representation is adequate iff there is a compositional bijec-
tion between the informal presentation of the language and the associated canonical
forms, where a bijection is compositional iff it commutes with substitution. This
property ensures that the object language’s variables and hypothetical judgements
are correctly modeled.

Establishing the adequacy of a representation requires two main technical tools.
First, adequacy proofs proceed by induction on the canonical forms of LF. The
representation of an object language is not an inductive definition inside the LF
type theory; indeed, higher-order encodings rely on negative occurrences of types.
However, externally, the representation of a language as the canonical forms of par-
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ticular types in a particular world is an inductive definition because the canonical
forms of LF are inductively defined.

Second, modular adequacy proofs require subordination-based transport of ad-
equacy. To modularly encode languages in LF, it is necessary to consider each
fragment of the object language in only the LF signature and contexts relevant to
its encoding. Combining these fragments requires understanding whether an encod-
ing that is adequate in one signature and world remains adequate in another. To
understand when adequacy may be transported, it suffices to consider conditions
under which the canonical forms of a type remain invariant when transported from
one signature and world to another. The judgements of LF are parametrized by
a subordination relation (Virga, 1999), which determines whether canonical forms
of one type can appear in canonical forms of another. Using subordination, it is
possible to establish general conditions under which the canonical forms of a type,
and therefore the adequacy theorems proved about them, remain invariant when
transported from one signature and world to another.

Though adequacy underlies the LF methodology, it is not an obstacle to mech-
anization in practice. Experienced users of LF often define a language solely by
its LF representation, never even stating an informal description. However, even
such a definition will rely on an understanding of how to represent a language as
the canonical forms of particular LF types in contexts of particular forms, which
is exactly what an adequacy proof clarifies. Thus, we claim that all users of LF
should understand adequacy, even if they do not carry out a proof for every object
language.

Mechanizing Metatheory in Twelf. One application of adequate LF encodings is the
formalization and verification of a language’s metatheory. Since the entire deductive
apparatus of a language is represented by certain canonical forms in LF, it is possible
to reason about its properties by reasoning about the associated canonical forms.
Specifically, an informal proof by induction on the structure of derivations can be
re-cast, via an adequate encoding, as a structural induction on the canonical forms
of the associated types.

This capability is exploited by the Twelf implementation of LF (Pfenning &
Schürmann, 1999), which supports the mechanized proofs of ∀∃-propositions over
the canonical forms of specified types. This is sufficient to capture many useful prop-
erties of programming languages and logics. The Twelf methodology has proved
to be very robust: it has been used to develop the metatheory of a wide variety
of systems, including Mini-ML (Michaylov & Pfenning, 1991), the typed assem-
bly language TALT (Crary, 2003), the POPLmark Challenge problem (Aydemir
et al., 2005), and the Harper-Stone internal language for Standard ML (Lee et al.,
2007). The same technical tools required for adequacy proofs are necessary for Twelf
metatheory: Twelf proofs proceed by induction on the canonical forms of LF, and
modular Twelf proofs require subordination-based transport of canonical forms.

Outline. In Section 2, we give a presentation of the LF type theory. Our presen-
tation, called Canonical LF, follows Watkins et al. (2002, 2004a) in defining the
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type theory so that only canonical forms are permitted, giving a direct inductive
definition of the canonical forms. Additionally, we follow Virga (1999) in support-
ing subordination in the type theory. Next, we use a simply typed λ-calculus as a
running example of mechanizing a language and its metatheory in LF and Twelf.
In Section 3, we give an adequate LF encoding of the syntax and semantics of
the simply typed λ-calculus. In Section 4, we show how to mechanize some of the
metatheory of the simply typed λ-calculus in Twelf. We give mechanized proofs of
several of its properties, including type preservation, determinacy of the operational
semantics, and strengthening.

An electronic copy of the Twelf code presented in this article is available as
supplementary material from the Journal of Functional Programming Web site
(http://www.cambridge.org/jfp/).

2 Canonical LF

As we stated above, the LF methodology consists of representing object languages
as canonical forms in a dependent type theory. In a dependent type theory, terms
of the type theory are allowed to appear in types. In LF, dependency arises from
considering families of types indexed by LF terms; these type families are used to
represent object-language judgements, as we discuss in Section 3. In the presence
of dependency, it is necessary to generalize the simple function type A1 → A2 to a
dependent function type Π x:A1. A2. In such a type, the variable x, which stands for
the argument to the function, may appear in the result type A2; this permits the
result type of the function to vary with the argument provided to it.

The canonical forms of LF are the long βη-normal forms: a term is a canonical
form iff it is not β-reducible and it is η-expanded as much as possible without in-
troducing β-redices. Traditional presentations of LF (Harper et al., 1993; Salvesen,
1990; Geuvers, 1992; Harper & Pfenning, 2005) first define the type theory so that
both canonical and non-canonical forms are well-typed and then give an induc-
tive characterization of which terms are canonical forms. However, because the LF
representation methodology requires only canonical forms, the non-canonical terms
can be seen as a technical device, rather than as an essential part of the type theory.
Technically, the reason to admit non-canonical forms is that they arise from the
substitution of one canonical form into another—i.e., canonical forms are not closed
under substitution. Such a substitution occurs in the typing rule for the application
of a dependent function to an argument:

M1 : Π x:A2. A M2 : A2
M1 M2 : [M2/x]A

Even if M2 and all the terms embedded in the type Π x:A2. A are in canonical form,
the substitution [M2/x]A may introduce non-canonical forms if A2 is itself a function
type. To equate non-canonical terms with an associated canonical form, traditional
presentations of LF consider terms modulo β- or βη-equivalence.

Canonical LF, which is a fragment of Concurrent LF (Watkins et al., 2002, 2004a),
is a presentation of LF in which only the canonical forms are well-typed. The key
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Kinds K ::= type | Π x:A. K

Canonical Type Families A ::= P | Π x:A2. A
Atomic Type Families P ::= a | P M

Canonical Terms M ::= R |λ x. M
Atomic Terms R ::= x | c | R M

Signatures Σ ::= · |Σ, c : A |Σ, a : K

Contexts Γ ::= · |Γ, x : A

Fig. 1. LF Syntax

technical contribution of the canonical-forms approach is a notion of hereditary sub-
stitution, which directly computes the canonical form of the result of an ordinary
substitution. In Canonical LF’s application typing rule, hereditary substitution is
used to directly compute the canonical form resulting from an ordinary substitution
[M2/x]A; the intermediate non-canonical form is never considered. When a traditional
substitution would result in a redex (λ x. M1) M2, the corresponding hereditary sub-
stitution continues by hereditarily substituting M2 for x in M1. The key insight made
in Watkins et al. (2004a), which enables this approach, is that hereditary substi-
tution can be defined in a structurally recursive manner, using the same algorithm
as structural cut elimination (Pfenning, 1994). The corresponding structural induc-
tion principle is used to establish the metatheoretic properties of Canonical LF.
Consequently, the metatheory of Canonical LF is simpler than presentations that
admit non-canonical forms—there is no need to consider βη-equality.

Following Virga (1999), the judgements of Canonical LF are parametrized by a
subordination relation, which determines when canonical forms of one type are rel-
evant to canonical forms of another. Under appropriate subordination conditions,
the canonical forms of a type remain invariant when considered in a different sig-
nature and world. Specifically, the addition or removal of canonical forms of types
that are not subordinate to a given type does not change the canonical forms of
that type.

In Sections 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3, we overview the syntax, judgements, and properties
of Canonical LF. In Section 2.4, we give a formal definition of subordination and
prove the transport of canonical forms theorem.

2.1 Syntax

In Figure 1, we present the syntax of LF. The term level includes functions, ap-
plication, variables x (which are bound in contexts Γ), and constants c (which are
declared in signatures Σ). Functions are given dependent function types Π x:A2. A;
we write A2 → A as an abbreviation when x is not free in A. The base types are
family-level constants a and their applications to terms. The original presentation of
LF (Harper et al., 1993) included family-level λ-abstractions; because these cannot
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`� Σ sig

`� · sig
sig empty

`� Σ sig · `Σ,� A type c#Σ

`� Σ, c : A sig
sig term

`� Σ sig · `Σ,� K kind a#Σ

`� Σ, a : K sig
sig fam

`Σ,� Γ ctx

`Σ,� · ctx
ctx empty

`Σ,� Γ ctx Γ `Σ,� A type x#Γ

`Σ,� Γ, x : A ctx
ctx term

Fig. 2. LF Signature and Context Formation

appear in canonical types, we omit them from the current presentation. The kind
type classifies types; the inhabitants of dependent function kinds are family-level
constants and their applications to terms.

To admit only canonical forms, the syntax of terms is stratified into two cate-
gories, the canonical terms M and the atomic terms R; this syntactically precludes
β-redices. For example, the term (λ x. x) c is not syntactically correct, let alone well-
typed, because the λ-abstraction is not an atomic term R. The type family level is
similarly stratified into A and P to differentiate between Π-types and base types; this
stratification will be used in the formation rules to ensure that well-typed terms
are η-long.

We implicitly consider all expressions M, R, A, P, and K up to α-equivalence. By
convention, when we write a binding form (λ x. M, Π x:A2. A, or Π x:A. K), the bound
variable is chosen to be fresh.

2.2 Judgements

The judgements defining LF are presented in Figures 2, 3, 4, and 5. For each
judgement, we first identify the judgement form in a box, (e.g., Σ sig ), and then
we give the inference rules defining that judgement.

Parameters to the Formation Judgements. The signature formation judgement is
parametrized by a subordination relation �, which is a binary relation between
type families. The context, kind, type family, and term formation judgements are
parametrized by a signature Σ and a subordination relation �. Subordination is
discussed in detail in Section 2.4. Taking � to be the complete relation imposes
no restrictions on which judgements are derivable, recovering a presentation of
Canonical LF without subordination as a special case.

Signature and Context Formation. The judgements in Figure 2 define signature
and context formation. These judgements ensure that all variables or constants
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Γ `Σ,� K kind

Γ `Σ,� type kind
canon kind type

Γ `Σ,� A type Γ, x : A `Σ,� K kind

Γ `Σ,� Π x:A. K kind
canon kind pi

Γ `Σ,� A type

Γ `Σ,� P⇒ type

Γ `Σ,� P type
canon fam atom

Γ `Σ,� A2 type Γ, x : A2 `Σ,� A type A2 � A

Γ `Σ,� Π x:A2. A type
canon fam pi

Γ `Σ,� P⇒ K

a : K in Σ
Γ `Σ,� a⇒ K

atom fam const

Γ `Σ,� P1 ⇒ Π x:A2. K1 Γ `Σ,� M2 ⇐ A2 [M2/x]kA2K1 = K

Γ `Σ,� P1 M2 ⇒ K
atom fam app

Γ `Σ,� M⇐ A

Γ `Σ,� R⇒ P

Γ `Σ,� R⇐ P
canon term atom

Γ, x : A2 `Σ,� M⇐ A

Γ `Σ,� λ x. M⇐ Π x:A2. A
canon term lam

Γ `Σ,� R⇒ A

x : A in Γ
Γ `Σ,� x⇒ A

atom term var
c : A in Σ

Γ `Σ,� c⇒ A
atom term const

Γ `Σ,� R1 ⇒ Π x:A2. A1 Γ `Σ,� M2 ⇐ A2 [M2/x]aA2A1 = A

Γ `Σ,� R1 M2 ⇒ A
atom term app

Fig. 3. LF Formation Judgements

Simple Types α ::= a |α1 → α2

(A)− = α

(a)− = a

(P)− = α

(P M)− = α

(A2)
− = α2 (A)− = α

(Π x:A2. A)− = α2 → α

Fig. 4. Erasure to Simple Types
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[M0/x0]
k
α0
K = K′

[M0/x0]
k
α0
type = type

subst k type
[M0/x0]

a
α0
A = A′ [M0/x0]

k
α0
K = K′

[M0/x0]
k
α0
Π x:A. K = Π x:A′. K′

subst k pi

[M0/x0]
a
α0
A = A′

[M0/x0]
p
α0
P = P′

[M0/x0]
a
α0
P = P′

subst a p
[M0/x0]

a
α0
A2 = A′2 [M0/x0]

a
α0
A = A′

[M0/x0]
a
α0
Π x:A2. A = Π x:A′2. A

′ subst a pi

[M0/x0]
p
α0
P = P′

[M0/x0]
p
α0
a = a

subst p const
[M0/x0]

p
α0
P = P′ [M0/x0]

m
α0
M = M′

[M0/x0]
p
α0
P M = P′ M′

subst p app

[M0/x0]
m
α0
M = M′

[M0/x0]
r
α0
R = M′ : α′

[M0/x0]
m
α0
R = M′

subst m rh
[M0/x0]

r
α0
R = R′

[M0/x0]
m
α0
R = R′

subst m r

[M0/x0]
m
α0
M = M′

[M0/x0]
m
α0
λ x. M = λ x. M′

subst m lam

[M0/x0]
r
α0
R = M′ : α

[M0/x0]
r
α0
x0 = M0 : α0

subst rh var

[M0/x0]
r
α0
R1 = λ x. M′1 : α2 → α [M0/x0]

m
α0
M2 = M′2 [M′2/x]mα2

M′1 = M′

[M0/x0]
r
α0
R1 M2 = M′ : α

subst rh app

[M0/x0]
r
α0
R = R′

x#x0

[M0/x0]
r
α0
x = x

subst r var
[M0/x0]

r
α0
c = c

subst r const

[M0/x0]
r
α0
R1 = R′1 [M0/x0]

m
α0
M2 = M′2

[M0/x0]
r
α0
R1 M2 = R′1 M

′
2

subst r app

[M0/x0]
c
α0

Γ = Γ′

[M0/x0]
c
α0
· = ·

subst c empty

x0#x x#M0 [M0/x0]
c
α0

Γ = Γ′ [M0/x0]
a
α0
A = A′

[M0/x0]
c
α0

Γ, x : A = Γ′, x : A′
subst c term

Fig. 5. LF Hereditary Substitution
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declared in a context or signature are distinct and that all classifiers are well-
formed in the preceding declarations. The judgements x#Γ, c#Σ, and a#Σ assert
that the variable or constant is not declared in the context or signature; we omit
their inductive definitions. Note that the context formation judgement presupposes
that the signature is well-formed, rather than checking signature formation at the
leaves.

We use the term world to refer to a set of well-formed contexts:

Definition 2.1 (World)
Given Σ and � such that `� Σ sig, a world W is a set containing contexts Γ for
which the judgement `Σ,� Γ ctx is derivable.

Kind, Family, and Term Formation. The judgements in Figure 3 define the forma-
tion of kinds, type families, and terms. We now call attention to several aspects of
these rules:

• All of the formation judgements presuppose that `� Σ sig and `Σ,� Γ ctx.
In the rules for binding forms, the presuppositions of the judgements and the
premises of the rules always entail that the extended context in the premise
of the rule is well-formed.

• The judgement Γ ` M ⇐ A presupposes that the type A is well-formed in
Γ. In contrast, the judgement Γ ` R ⇒ A ensures that the type A is well-
formed. These modes correspond to a bidirectional operational interpretation:
a canonical term is checked against a type, whereas a type is synthesized from
an atomic term. The atomic type family judgement also synthesizes its kind,
while the remaining judgements check that a type or kind is well-formed.
The direction of the arrow in the judgement form serves as a mnemonic for
the flow of information: in M ⇐ A, information in the type is used to check
the term; in R ⇒ A, information in the term is used to synthesize the type.
Because λ-abstractions are always checked against a known type, they do not
require a type annotation for the bound variable.

• Variables and constants must be declared in the context or signature to be
well-formed. As the variable rule atom term var explicates, the notation
x : A in contexts Γ stands for hypothetical assumptions of `Σ,� x ⇒ A. Con-
sequently, the usual substitution principle for the hypothetical judgement
permits the substitution of a derivation of R⇒ A for an assumption x⇒ A. In
contrast, it requires further justification to substitute a derivation of M⇐ A for
an assumption x⇒ A; this justification is provided by hereditary substitution.
Note that we do not consider substitutions for constants.

• The subordination relation parameter to the judgements is used only in the
premise of the rule canon fam pi; this premise ensures that for any well-
formed type Π x:A2. A, the relation A2 � A holds. When � is taken to be the
complete relation, this premise is always satisfiable. The rationale for this
premise is described in Section 2.4.

• The rules atom term app and atom fam app have hereditary substitution
premises that compute the result type and kind of an application.
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• In the rule canon term atom, the syntactic restriction of the classifier to a
P, rather than any A, ensures that canonical forms are η-long. For example,
the judgement f : (a→ a) ` f ⇐ (a→ a) is not derivable: (a → a) is a
Π-type, so canon term atom cannot be applied, and the variable f is not
a λ-abstraction, so neither can canon term lam. However, in a signature
containing the declaration a : type, the canonicity of the η-expansion of f can
be derived as follows (let Γ abbreviate the context f : (a→ a), x : a):

Γ ` f⇒ (a→ a)
Γ ` x⇒ a
Γ ` x⇐ a

cta

...
[x/ ]aaa = a

Γ ` f x⇒ a
Γ ` f x⇐ a

cta

f : (a→ a) ` λ x. f x⇐ (a→ a) .

Both inferences labeled cta for canon term atom occur at base type, as
required.

These formation judgements give a direct inductive definition of the canonical
forms of LF. Consequently, rule induction for these judgements may be used to
reason about canonical forms.

Hereditary Substitution. Next, we define hereditary substitution, which computes
the canonical result of substituting one canonical form into another. The hereditary
substitution judgements are defined in Figure 5. Hereditary substitution is defined
on α-equivalence classes of expressions; by our notational convention, a bound vari-
able x is always distinct from both the variable being substituted for and the term
being substituted for it (x0 and M0 in the rules). Written in this relational style,
a standard substitution judgement [M0/x]M = M′ would have four parameters: the
term being substituted (M0), the variable being substituted for (x), the term being
substituted into (M), and the result of the substitution (M′). The hereditary substi-
tution judgement [M0/x]mα0

M = M′ adds an extra parameter α0, which is the simple
type of the substituted term M0 (the superscript m is simply notation for differ-
entiating the judgements for the various syntactic classes from one another). The
syntax of simple types α is defined in Figure 4. The simple type guides the process
of hereditary substitution: because of the simple type parameter to the judgement,
it is decidable whether or not a hereditary substitution exists even when the terms
involved are ill-formed (see Theorem 2.4 below).

The key hereditary substitution judgement is [M0/x]rα0
R = M′ : α′. This judgement

computes the canonical result of substituting a canonical form M0 into an atomic
term R whose head is the variable x; it computes a new canonical term M′ and
its simple type α′. The key rule is subst rh app: when the substitution into the
function position of an application yields a λ-abstraction, this rule continues by
hereditarily substituting the argument M′2 into the body of the function. This is the
rule where the simple type is used to guide the process of hereditary substitution:
the simple type resulting from the first premise must have the form α2 → α, and
the simple-type input to the third premise is α2 (which, on well-typed terms, is
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the simple type of M′2) rather than α0. We prove below that the simple type α2 in
this final premise is always smaller than the input simple type α0; this fact is used
to establish decidability of hereditary substitution and to prove that hereditary
substitutions exist under the appropriate typing premises.

The other hereditary substitution judgement on atomic terms, [M0/x]rα0
R = R′, is

derivable only when the variable x is not the head variable of R; it computes another
atomic term compositionally. The remaining hereditary substitution judgements are
defined compositionally as well. Because there is no single scope in which a variable
declared in Γ can be renamed, the premises of the rule subst c term, which defines
hereditary substitution into a context, insist that the variable in the context does
not interfere with the substitution. The auxiliary judgement x#M holds when x is
not free in the term M; we elide its standard inductive definition. Intuitively, the
premises of this rule ensure that the hereditary substitution into a context Γ is not
defined when either the variable x0 is declared in Γ or when a free variable in M0
would be captured by a declaration in Γ.

The judgement (A)− = α in Figure 4 defines an erasure relation that computes
a simple type α from a dependent type A. Observe (by induction on the structure
of type families) that for all A, there exists a unique α such that (A)− = α; this
justifies using function notation for (A)−. As a convenience, we write [M0/x]mA0M = M′

to mean [M0/x]mα0
M = M′ where (A0)− = α0; we adopt the analogous convention for

the other syntactic categories. This notational convention is used by the hereditary
substitution premises of the formation rules.

Notation. In the remainder of this article, we adopt several additional notational
conveniences. We elide the signature Σ and the subordination relation � parameters
to the formation judgements when they are clear from context, as they are invariant
throughout a derivation. To make the default instantiation of the parameters clear
in a particular context, we will say that we work in LF[Σ,�]. Also, we abbreviate a
hypothetical judgement in the empty context by eliding the turnstile, writing, for
example, R⇒ A for · ` R⇒ A.

2.3 Metatheory of Canonical LF

In this section, we prove two major theorems about Canonical LF. First, we prove
decidability results for hereditary substitution and type checking. Next, we prove
that hereditary substitutions exist and preserve types when the terms involved are
well-formed and the types align in the appropriate way. Watkins et al. (2002) discuss
these theorems and their proofs in more detail.

The remainder of this article does not require understanding the proofs of these
two theorems about Canonical LF, so we provide proof sketches only as a reference
for interested readers. However, the adequacy proofs below do make use of these
results. A reader who is not interested in the metatheoretic development of LF
may skip this section on first reading and refer back to the theorem statements as
necessary to understand the subsequent adequacy proofs.

As a notational convenience in the following theorem statements, we use the word
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“expression” to refer generically to any of the syntactic classes of Canonical LF. We
also write E as a general metavariable for any syntactic category K, A, P, M, R,Γ, and
we use e in {k, a, p,m, r, c} for the corresponding tag on the hereditary substitution
judgement. We write x#E to mean that the variable x does not occur free in the
expression E.

The staging of lemmas leading up to the main results is somewhat intricate, and
in some cases it is desirable to strengthen a theorem statement so that it holds
even when certain subjects are not well-formed. In particular, we will state some
theorems about formation judgements whose contexts are not known to be well-
formed. However, even in these cases, we tacitly assume that all expressions have
correct variable scoping. Specifically, when we write a context x1 : A1, . . . , xn : An,
we assume that all variables xi are distinct and that the free variables of Ai are
a subset of {x1, . . . , xi−1}. Additionally, we only write a judgement form such as
Γ ` M⇐ A when all free variables of M and A are declared in Γ. Observe that, given
a hereditary substitution [M0/x0]eA0E = E′, the free variables of E′, written FV (E′),
are (FV (E)− {x0}) ∪ FV (M0).

In the following theorem statements, when we leave the signature and subordi-
nation relation parameters to a theorem statement implicit, we tacitly assume a
subordination relation � and signature Σ such that `� Σ sig.

2.3.1 Decidability

Lemma 2.2 (Head Substitution Size)
If [M0/x0]rα0

R = M′ : α then α is a subexpression of α0.

Proof
By induction on the derivation of [M0/x0]rα0

R = M′ : α. In the case for subst rh var,
α0 and α are identical. In the case for subst rh app, the inductive hypothesis gives
that α2 → α is a subexpression of α0, so α is as well.

Lemma 2.3 (Uniqueness of Substitution and Synthesis)
1. If [M0/x0]rα0

R = R′ and [M0/x0]rα0
R = M′ : α′ then false.

2. For any E in {K, A, P, M, R}, if [M0/x0]eα0
E = E′ and [M0/x0]eα0

E = E′′ then E′ = E′′.
3. If Γ ` R⇒ A and Γ ` R⇒ A′ then A = A′.
4. If Γ ` P⇒ K and Γ ` P⇒ K′ then K = K′.

Because we develop the metatheory of Canonical LF in an informal constructive
logic, the following statements of decidability are sensible.

Theorem 2.4 (Decidability of Substitution)
1. For any E in {K, A, P, M,Γ}, given M0, α0, x0, either there exists an E′ such that

[M0/x0]eα0
E = E′ or there is no such E′.

2. Given M0, α0, x0, and R, either there exists an R′ such that [M0/x0]rα0
R = R′ or

there exist M′ and α′ such that [M0/x0]rα0
R = M′ : α′ or there are no such R′ and

M′.

Proof
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First, we prove part 2 and the clause of part 1 for canonical terms M by mutual
lexicographic induction on (A0)−, the terms M and R being substituted into, and
an order permitting inductive calls to the clause for atomic terms from the clause
for canonical terms on the same simple type and term (to account for the silent
injection from R to M). Then, we prove the clauses of part 1 for P, A, K, and Γ in
that order, each by induction on the expression being substituted into, and each
using the previous parts.

Theorem 2.5 (Decidability of Formation)
Assume that the subordination relation A � B is decidable.

1. For all Σ and �, either `� Σ sig or not.

Assume � and Σ such that that `� Σ sig.

2. For all Γ and K, either Γ ` K kind or not.
3. For all Γ and A, either Γ ` A type or not.
4. For all Γ and P, either there exists a K such that Γ ` P ⇒ K or there is no

such K.
5. For all Γ, M, and A, either Γ ` M⇐ A or not.
6. For all Γ and R, either there exists an A such that Γ ` R ⇒ A or there is no

such A.
7. For all Γ, either Γ ctx or not.

Proof
First, we prove parts 5 and 6 by mutual lexicographic induction on first the term
and second an order permitting inductive calls to the clause for atomic terms from
the clause for canonical terms on the same term. Then, we prove parts 4, 3, 2, 7,
and 1, each by induction on the expression being judged well-formed.

2.3.2 Substitution Theorem

We now prove that under the appropriate typing conditions hereditary substitu-
tions exist and preserve types. We write Γ ⊆ Γ′ iff Γ can be obtained from Γ′

by removing zero or more declarations; we use the notation Σ ⊆ Σ′ analogously.
Viewing subordination relations as sets of pairs of types, we write � ⊆ �′ for the
usual subset order.

Lemma 2.6 (Weakening of Signature and Context)
Assume Γ ⊆ Γ′, Σ ⊆ Σ′ and �⊆�′.

1. For all five formation judgements J , if Γ `Σ,� J then Γ′ `Σ′,�′ J .
2. If `Σ,� Γ ctx then `Σ′,�′ Γ ctx.
3. If `� Σ sig then `�′ Σ sig.

Lemma 2.7 (Exchange)
For all five formation judgements, if Γ, x : A, y : B,Γ′ ` J then Γ, y : B, x : A,Γ′ ` J .

Exchange for the signature Σ also holds, but we do not require it in this article.
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Lemma 2.8 (Vacuous Substitutions)
For all M0, x0, A0, and E among {K, A, P, M, R}, if x0#E then [M0/x0]eA0E = E.

Lemma 2.9 (Erasure is Invariant Under Substitution)
For all E in {A, P}, if [M0/x0]eα0

E = E′ then (E)− = (E′)−.

Ordinary substitutions enjoy the following composition property:

[e0/x0][e2/x]e1 = [[e0/x0]e2/x][e0/x0]e1

assuming that x#x0 and x#e0. The following lemma establishes an analogous prop-
erty for hereditary substitutions. In addition to showing that the results of the two
substitutions are equal, it shows that the outer two substitutions are defined if the
inner three are.

Lemma 2.10 (Composition of Substitution)
Assume x#x0 and x#M0.

1. For all E in {K, A, P, M, R}, if [M0/x0]mα0
M2 = M′2 and [M2/x]eα2

E1 = E and
[M0/x0]eα0

E1 = E′1 then there exists an E′ such that [M0/x0]eα0
E = E′ and

[M′2/x]eα2
E′1 = E′.

2. If [M0/x0]mα0
M2 = M′2 and [M2/x]rα2

R1 = M : α and [M0/x0]rα0
R1 = R′1 then there

exists an M′ such that [M0/x0]mα0
M = M′ and [M′2/x]rα2

R′1 = M′ : α.
3. If [M0/x0]mα0

M2 = M′2 and [M2/x]rα2
R1 = R and [M0/x0]rα0

R1 = M′1 : α then there
exists an M′ such that [M0/x0]rα0

R = M′ : α and [M′2/x]mα2
M′1 = M′.

The additional two composition properties for atomic terms R apply when the head
variable of R is x or x0.

Proof
Define size(a) = 1 and size(α1 → α2) = 1 + size(α1) + size(α2). The proof is by
mutual lexicographic induction on first size(α0) + size(α2) and then the derivation
of the substitution of M2. The size metric is necessary to justify an inductive call in
which α0 and α2 are swapped.

Theorem 2.11 (Substitution)
Assume Σ and � such that `� Σsig. Assume ΓL, x0 : A0,ΓRctx and ΓL ` M0 ⇐ A0.
Further, assume that subordination relationships A � B are preserved by hereditary
substitution into A and B. Then:

1. There exists a Γ′R such that [M0/x0]cA0ΓR = Γ′R and ΓL,Γ′R ctx.
2. If ΓL, x0 : A0,ΓR ` Kkind then there exists a K′ such that [M0/x0]kA0K = K′ and

ΓL,Γ′R ` K′ kind.
3. If ΓL, x0 : A0,ΓR ` A type then there exists an A′ such that [M0/x0]aA0A = A′

and ΓL,Γ′R ` A′ type.
4. If ΓL, x0 : A0,ΓR ` A type and ΓL, x0 : A0,ΓR ` M⇐ A then there exist A′ and

M′ such that [M0/x0]aA0A = A′ and [M0/x0]mA0M = M′ and ΓL,Γ′R ` M′ ⇐ A′.

Proof
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To prove this substitution theorem, we strengthen the theorem statements so that
they work over contexts and types that are not necessarily well-formed. By strength-
ening the theorem in this way, we may prove the clause for terms without yet know-
ing that substitutions into type families preserve well-formedness. For conciseness,
in the following theorem statements we leave implicit the existential quantification
of the results of hereditary substitution. We first prove the following two clauses:

• If ΓL, x0 : A0,ΓR ` M ⇐ A and ΓL ` M0 ⇐ A0 and [M0/x0]cA0ΓR = Γ′R and
[M0/x0]aA0A = A′ then [M0/x0]mA0M = M′ and ΓL,Γ′R ` M′ ⇐ A′.

• If ΓL, x0 : A0,ΓR ` R ⇒ A and ΓL ` M0 ⇐ A0 and [M0/x0]cA0ΓR = Γ′R then
[M0/x0]aA0A = A′ and either [M0/x0]rA0R = R′ and ΓL,Γ′R ` R′ ⇒ A′ or
[M0/x0]rA0R = M′ : (A′)− and ΓL,Γ′R ` M′ ⇐ A′.

The proof is by mutual lexicographic induction on first the simple type (A0)− and
then the derivations of ΓL, x0 : A0,ΓR ` M⇐ A and ΓL, x0 : A0,ΓR ` R⇒ A.

Next, we prove the analogous statements for the remaining syntactic categories:

• If ΓL, x0 : A0,ΓR ` P ⇒ K and ΓL ` M0 ⇐ A0 and [M0/x0]cA0ΓR = Γ′R then
[M0/x0]kA0K = K′ and [M0/x0]

p
A0
P = P′ and ΓL,Γ′R ` P′ ⇒ K′.

• If ΓL, x0 : A0,ΓR ` A type and ΓL ` M0 ⇐ A0 and [M0/x0]cA0ΓR = Γ′R then
[M0/x0]aA0A = A′ and ΓL,Γ′R ` A′ type.

• If ΓL, x0 : A0,ΓR ` K kind and ΓL ` M0 ⇐ A0 and [M0/x0]cA0ΓR = Γ′R then
[M0/x0]kA0K = K′ and ΓL,Γ′R ` K′ kind.

• If ΓL, x0 : A0,ΓRctx and ΓL ` M0 ⇐ A0 then [M0/x0]cA0ΓR = Γ′R and ΓL,Γ′Rctx.

Each part is proved in sequence by induction on the derivation of the expression
being substituted into, using the previous parts. Then the clauses of the main
theorem may be obtained as simple corollaries.

Lemma 2.12 (Regularity)
1. If Γ ctx and Γ ` P⇒ K then Γ ` K kind.
2. If Γ ctx and Γ ` R⇒ A then Γ ` A type.

This final lemma will be convenient in the adequacy proofs below; it asserts an n-
ary hereditary substitution inversion principle for iterated Π-types and applications.

Lemma 2.13 (Iterated Hereditary Substitution Inversion)
1. If [M/x]aAB = Π x1:A1. . . . Π xn:An. An+1 then there exist A′1, . . . , A

′
n+1 such that B

= Π x1:A′1. . . . Π xn:A
′
n. A
′
n+1 and [M/x]aAA

′
i = Ai for 1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1.

2. If [M/x]aAΠ x1:A1. . . . Π xn:An. An+1 = B then there exist A′1, . . . , A
′
n+1 such that B

= Π x1:A′1. . . . Π xn:A
′
n. A
′
n+1 where [M/x]aAAi = A′i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1.

3. If [M/x]aAB = (a M1 . . . Mn) then there exist M′1, . . . , M
′
n such that B = a M′1 . . . M

′
n

where [M/x]mA M′i = Mi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
4. If [M/x]aA(a M1 . . . Mn) = B then there exist M′1, . . . , M

′
n such that B = a M′1 . . . M

′
n

where [M/x]mA Mi = M′i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

The complete metatheory of Canonical LF includes an additional theorem wit-
nessing that a variable x : A can be η-expanded into a canonical form of type A.
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Whereas hereditary substitution corresponds to cut admissibility for a sequent cal-
culus, this theorem corresponds to an identity principle (i.e., that A ` A for any
A). Because we do not require the identity theorem in this article, we refer the
interested reader to Watkins et al. (2002) for details.

2.4 Subordination

Intuitively, a type family a is subordinate to a type family b if terms of type a can
appear in either terms of type b or indices of the type family b (Virga, 1999). The
definition of subordination requires an auxiliary judgement identifying the head
constant of a type family A.

|A| = a

|a| = a

|P| = a

|P M| = a

|A| = a

|Π x:A2. A| = a

This judgement identifies the family-level constant at the head of the base type to
which terms of type A contribute, where a term of base type contributes to that
base type and a term of function type contributes to the base type that results
from fully applying it to arguments. Observe (by induction over the structure of
type families) that for all A there exists a unique family-level constant a such that
|A| = a; this justifies using |A| in a functional notation.

We now define the conditions under which a subordination relation is well-formed.

Definition 2.14 (Subordination Relation)
A subordination relation for a signature Σ is a binary relation � between family-
level constants declared in Σ, presented as a list of tuples, that satisfies the following
properties:

1. Well-formedness: The judgement `� Σ sig is derivable.
2. Index subordination: For all declarations a : Π x1:A1. . . . Π xn:An. type in Σ,
|Ai| � a for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

3. Reflexivity: For all a declared in Σ, a � a.
4. Transitivity: if a1 � a2 and a2 � a3 then a1 � a3.

The first condition, `� Σ sig, implies that the subordination relation is permissive
enough that the signature itself is well-formed. The second condition ensures that
the types of the indices to a type family are subordinate to that family. The third
and fourth ensure that subordination is a pre-order.

We tacitly extend the notation for subordination from constants to arbitrary
type families by writing A1 � A2 to mean |A1| � |A2|. We write a1 6� a2 to mean
that a1 is not subordinate to a2; we extend this notation to A1 6� A2 analogously
to subordination. We also write K � A, where K = Π x1:A1. . . . Π xn:An. type, to mean
Ai � A for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Theorem 2.5 assumes that the subordination relation A � B is decidable. This
assumption is true of any subordination relation: |A| maps every type family A to
a unique constant a; and subordination on constants a � b is decidable because
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we require a subordination relation to be presented as a list of pairs. Theorem 2.11
assumes that A � B is preserved by substitution into A and B. This assumption is
true of any subordination relation by the following lemma:

Lemma 2.15 (Head is Invariant Under Substitution)
For all M0, x0, α0, and E in {A, P}, if [M0/x0]eα0

E = E′ then |E| = |E′|.

2.4.1 Transport of Canonical Forms

In this section, we show that the canonical forms of a type are unchanged by adding
or removing canonical forms of other types that are not subordinate to it. We begin
by defining the restriction of a context, signature, or subordination relation to a
type, which removes all declarations or relationships that are not subordinate to
that type.

Definition 2.16 (Context, Signature, and Subordination Relation Restriction)

Γ|�a = Γ′

·|�a = ·
Γ|�a = Γ′ A2 � a

(Γ, x : A2)|�a = Γ′, x : A2

Γ|�a = Γ′ A2 6� a

(Γ, x : A2)|�a = Γ′

Σ|�a = Σ′

·|�a = ·
Σ|�a = Σ′ A2 � a

(Σ, c : A2)|�a = Σ′, c : A2

Σ|�a = Σ′ A2 6� a

(Σ, c : A2)|�a = Σ′

Σ|�a = Σ′ a′ � a

(Σ, a′ : K)|�a = Σ′, a′ : K

Σ|�a = Σ′ a′ 6� a

(Σ, a′ : K)|�a = Σ′

Given a subordination relation �, we define its restriction to a constant c, written
�|c, by

a �|c b iff a � b and b � c.

Observe by induction on the structure of Γ that for all Γ, �, a, there exists a unique
Γ′ such that Γ|�a = Γ′; this justifies using Γ|�a in function notation. A similar result
holds for signature restriction. As a convenience, we write Γ|�A for Γ|�a where |A| = a;
we adopt the analogous convention for signature restriction Σ|�A and subordination
restriction �|A.

We now prove that canonical forms are invariant under subordination-based con-
text, signature, and subordination relation restriction and extension:

Theorem 2.17 (Transport of Canonical Forms)
Assume that � is a subordination relation for Σ.

1. For all A, if �|A =�′ and Σ|�A = Σ′ then `�′ Σ′ sig.

Assume a type B and let Σ|�B = Σ′ and �|B =�′.
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2. If A � B and `Σ,� Γctx and Γ `Σ,� Atype and Γ|�B = Γ′ then Γ `Σ,� M⇐ A

iff Γ′ `Σ′,�′ M⇐ A. The analogous statement for Γ `Σ,� R⇒ A also holds.
3. If A � B and `Σ,� Γctx and Γ|�B = Γ′ then Γ `Σ,� Atype iff Γ′ `Σ′,�′ Atype.

The analogous statement for Γ `Σ,� P⇒ K also holds.
4. If K � B and `Σ,� Γctx and Γ|�B = Γ′ then Γ `Σ,� Kkind iff Γ′ `Σ′,�′ Kkind.
5. If `Σ,� Γ ctx and Γ|�B = Γ′ then `Σ′,�′ Γ′ ctx.

Proof
The “if” directions of parts 2, 3, and 4 are consequences of weakening (Lemma 2.6).
This leaves the “only if” directions for each of these three parts. The two clauses
in part 2 can be proved by mutual induction on the derivations of Γ `Σ,� M ⇐ A

and Γ `Σ,� R ⇒ A. Then, to prove part 3, we prove the clause for atomic families
by induction on the derivation of Γ `Σ,� P ⇒ K, and then we prove the clause
for types by induction on the derivation of Γ `Σ,� A type. Next, we prove part 4
by induction on the derivation of Γ `Σ,� K kind. The proofs of these parts use
Lemma 2.12 and Lemma 2.15. These parts also require the following lemma: if �
is a subordination relation for Σ and Γ `Σ,� P⇒ K then K � P; this lemma can be
proved by induction on the formation derivation for P.

Next, we prove part 5 by induction on the derivation of `Σ,� Γ ctx. For part 1,
we prove that if � is a subordination relation for Σ and Σ|�A = Σ′ and � |A =�′
then `�′ Σ′ sig. The proof is by induction on the restriction derivation; it requires
a lemma stating that a subordination relation for a signature (Σ, c : A) is also a
subordination relation for Σ (and similarly for Σ, a : K).

The proof of this theorem uses the fact that the relationship A2 � A holds when-
ever a type Π x:A2. A is well-formed. Moreover, it is possible to construct a counter-
example to this transport theorem using a type that does not satisfy this condition.

2.4.2 Strongest Subordination Relation

We define the strongest subordination relation for a signature Σ, written �Σ, to be
the intersection of all subordination relations for Σ. If a signature Σ is well-formed
without regard to subordination (i.e., it is well-formed in the complete relation),
then there exists a unique strongest subordination relation for Σ. Intuitively, the
strongest subordination relation establishes as few subordination relationships as
possible, subject to the constraint that the signature itself be well-formed. Working
with any subordination relation other than the strongest one causes Theorem 2.17 to
produce overapproximate results: extra subordination relationships prevent context
and signature restriction from dropping assumptions that are, in fact, irrelevant.
For example, if this theorem is applied with the complete subordination relation,
the restrictions are the identity and the theorem yields no information.

In the remainder of this paper, we consider only the strongest subordination
relation for each signature. By convention, when we instantiate a judgement with
an LF signature Σ, we also implicitly take the subordination relation parameter
to be �Σ. For example, we will write LF[Σ] to mean LF[Σ,�Σ]. Additionally, we
write Σ|A to mean Σ|�Σ

A for the strongest subordination relation �Σ. We will also
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τ ::= unit | τ1 → τ2

e ::= x | 〈〉 |λ x:τ. e | e1 e2

X ` e term

X , x,X ′ ` x term
term var

X ` 〈〉 term
term empty

X , x ` e term

X ` λ x:τ. e term
term lam

X ` e1 term X ` e2 term

X ` e1 e2 term
term app

[e0/x]e = e′

[e0/x]x = e0
subst var match

y # x

[e0/x]y = y
subst var mismatch

[e0/x]〈〉 = 〈〉
subst empty

[e0/x]e1 = e′1 [e0/x]e2 = e′2

[e0/x]e1 e2 = e′1 e′2
subst app

x # y y # e0 [e0/x]e = e′

[e0/x]λ y:τ. e = λ y:τ. e′
subst lam

Fig. 6. Syntax of the STLC

write Γ|A when the signature and its strongest subordination relation are clear from
context.

All of the signatures Σ we consider in this article have the property that

(�Σ)|a =�Σ′ where Σ|�Σ
a = Σ′.

for any family a declared in the signatures. That is, the restriction to a type of the
strongest subordination relation for the signature is the strongest subordination
relation for the restriction of the signature. We sometimes tacitly pass between
these two subordination relations.

3 Mechanizing the Definition of the STLC in LF

3.1 Encoding of Syntax

We now begin mechanizing the simply typed λ-calculus (STLC) in LF. In this
section, we encode the language’s syntax. For reference, in Figure 6, we present the
syntax of the STLC in informal mathematical notation. The metavariable X ranges
over comma-separated lists of distinct variables, which stand for assumptions of
x term; the hypothetical judgement X ` e term is derivable when the free variables
of the term e are contained in X . This judgement will be used to state the adequacy
theorems below. The judgement [e0/x]e = e′ defines the standard notion of capture-
avoiding substitution; we omit the standard definition of x # e.

The LF signature defined in Figure 7 represents the syntax of the STLC. It
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tp : type

arrow : tp→ tp→ tp

unit : tp

tm : type

empty : tm

app : tm→ tm→ tm

lam : tp→ (tm→ tm)→ tm

Fig. 7. LF Signature for the STLC Syntax

τ type � M⇐ tp

unit type � unit⇐ tp
enc tp unit

τ1 type � M1 ⇐ tp τ2 type � M2 ⇐ tp

τ1 → τ2 type � arrow M1 M2 ⇐ tp
enc tp arrow

X terms � Γ ctx

· terms � · ctx enc terms nil
X terms � Γ ctx

X , x terms � Γ, x : tm ctx
enc terms term

X ` e term � Γ ` M⇐ tm

X , x,X ′ ` x term � Γ, x : tm,Γ′ ` x⇐ tm
enc tm var

X ` 〈〉 term � Γ ` empty⇐ tm
enc tm empty

τ type � Mt ⇐ tp X , x ` e term � Γ, x : tm ` Me ⇐ tm

X ` (λ x:τ. e) term � Γ ` lam Mt (λ x. Me)⇐ tm
enc tm lam

X ` e1 term � Γ ` M1 ⇐ tm X ` e2 term � Γ ` M2 ⇐ tm

X ` e1 e2 term � Γ ` app M1 M2 ⇐ tm
enc tm app

Fig. 8. Encoding of STLC Syntax

declares an LF type for each syntactic category (tp for τ and tm for e) along with
constants inhabiting those types with the representations of the language’s types
and terms. The informal syntax unit has no subexpressions in the informal grammar,
so it is represented by an LF constant unit of type tp; the informal syntax τ1 → τ2
has two type subexpressions, so it is represented by an LF constant arrow of type
tp → tp→ tp. The representation of terms uses a technique called higher-order
abstract syntax : object-language variables are represented by LF variables; with
this representation, the framework provides α-conversion and substitution for the
object language. To build intuition, consider the following expressions and their
intended representations:
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Expression LF Representation
unit→ unit � (arrow unit unit)
x y � (app x y)
λ x:unit. x � (lam unit (λ x. x))

The second and third examples illustrate higher-order abstract syntax. In the second
example, object-language variables are translated to LF variables. The third exam-
ple illustrates the representation of binding forms: in the informal syntax λ x:τ. e,
the variable x is bound in the body e; in the LF representation, the body is rep-
resented by an LF function of type (tm→ tm) that binds the equivalent variable.
This representation strategy is the reason for the higher-order type of the constant
lam.

The judgements in Figure 8 formally define the encoding of the STLC into LF.
We consider both object-language terms and LF terms up to α-equivalence, and
by convention all bound variables are chosen fresh. The intended reading of these
judgements is as follows:

• τ type � M⇐ tp Encode an object-language type τ to an LF term M of LF
type tp in the empty context.

• X terms � Γ ctx Encode an object-language list of variables X to an LF
context declaring each of those variables to have type tm.

• X ` e term � Γ ` M ⇐ tm Assuming X terms � Γ ctx, encode
an object-language term e with free variables in X to an LF term M of type
tm in LF context Γ. This judgement has four parameters (e, X , M, and Γ).
The notation is meant to suggest the intended invariant that whenever the
judgement X ` e term � Γ ` M ⇐ tm is derivable, so are X ` e term and
Γ ` M⇐ tm. This invariant is verified in the adequacy proof below.

The term encoding rule enc tm lam illustrates higher-order abstract syntax: the
encoding of the object language term e with free variables (X , x) is an LF term Me
with free variables in the context (Γ, x : tm); the variable x is then bound in λ x. Me,
which creates an LF term of type tm→ tm.

These encoding judgements clarify the fact that the LF representation of the
object-language syntax is specified not just by the LF signature, but also by the
LF contexts in which that signature is considered. For example, to know that tm

adequately represents object-language terms with free variables, it is necessary to
know not just that the constants inhabiting tm are empty, app, and lam, but also
that contexts containing LF variables of type tm are considered.

The strongest subordination relation for the signature Σ in Figure 7, written �Σ,
is {tp � tp, tp � tm, tm � tm}. Intuitively, STLC types appear in the syntax of
STLC terms, but STLC terms do not appear in the syntax of STLC types.

3.2 Adequacy of Syntax Encodings

Adequacy is the correctness criterion for an encoding judgement; it establishes that
the encoding is an isomorphism between the informal object-language entities and
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their LF representation. We break the statement of adequacy into four parts: First,
we show that the subjects of the encoding judgement are well-formed, which estab-
lishes that the encoding relates the stated object-language entities to LF terms of
the appropriate type. Second, we show that the encoding judgement relates every
informal entity to a unique LF term; third, we show that the encoding judgement
relates every canonical form of the appropriate LF type to a unique informal entity.
Because the single encoding judgement is functional in both directions, these func-
tions are mutually inverse, yielding a bijection. Finally, we show that the encoding
commutes with substitution, establishing compositionality.

For the remainder of this section, we work in LF[Σ], where Σ stands for the LF
signature defined in Figure 7.

3.2.1 Types

For parallelism with later adequacy statements, we use the notation τ type to mean
that τ is a syntactically well-formed type. The adequacy theorem for types is de-
generate: because types do not involve binding, no compositionality condition is
necessary.

Theorem 3.1 (Adequacy for Types)
The encoding relation τ type � M ⇐ tp defines a bijection between the types τ
and the LF terms M such that M⇐ tp:

1. If τ type � M⇐ tp then τ type and M⇐ tp.
2. If τ type, there exists a unique LF term M such that τ type � M⇐ tp.
3. If M⇐ tp then there exists a unique τ such that τ type � M⇐ tp.

The third part of this theorem is proved by induction on canonical forms, using a
specialized inversion principle for the canonical forms of type tp in the empty LF
context:

Lemma 3.2 (Inversion of Canonical Forms of Type tp)
If D derives M⇐ tp then either

• M = unit, or
• M = arrow M1 M2, and M1 ⇐ tp and M2 ⇐ tp were derived as strict subderiva-

tions of D.

This lemma permits a proof by induction on the derivation of M ⇐ tp to consider
only these two cases and to appeal to induction on the strict subderivations—it is
equivalent to a specialized induction principle for the canonical forms of type tp in
the empty context.

Proof
Characterizing the canonical forms of type tp requires first characterizing the
canonical forms of certain higher types:

1. There is no R such that R⇒ Π x1:A1. . . . Π xn:An. tp for n ≥ 3.
2. If R⇒ Π x1:A1. Π x2:A2. tp then A1 = A2 = tp and R = arrow.
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3. If R ⇒ Π x:A2. tp then A2 = tp, R = arrow M1, and M1 ⇐ tp was derived as a
strict subderivation.

To prove the first part, assume there is such a term and then obtain a contradiction
by induction on the given derivation. The proofs of the next two parts proceed
by case analysis on the derivation, each using the previous part. Each proof uses
Lemma 2.13. Then the overall lemma is proved by inverting the derivation of
M ⇐ tp and showing, in each case, that M has the required form. The proof uses
Lemma 2.13 and part 3 above.

Using this lemma, we prove adequacy:

Proof of Theorem 3.1
1. To show: If τ type � M⇐ tp then τ type and M⇐ tp. We show one case.

In the case for enc tp arrow, assume as the inductive hypothesis that
τ1 type, τ2 type, M1 ⇐ tp, and M2 ⇐ tp. Then τ1 → τ2 type and the judgement
arrow M1 M2 ⇐ tp can be derived using the inductive hypotheses and the fol-
lowing rules: atom term app, atom term const, subst a pi, subst a p,
subst p const, and canon term atom.

2. To show: For all τ , there exists a unique term M such that τ type � M⇐ tp.
The proof is by structural induction on τ . We show one case.
In the case for τ1 → τ2, we assume that there exist unique M1 and M2 such that
τ1 type � M1 ⇐ tp and τ2 type � M2 ⇐ tp. We must show that there exists a
unique M such that τ1 → τ2type � M⇐ tp. To establish existence, take M to be
arrow M1 M2. Then using enc tp arrow on the inductive hypotheses proves
that τ1 → τ2 type � M⇐ tp. To show uniqueness, assume some other M′ such
that τ1 → τ2type � M′ ⇐ tp. By inversion, the only rule that can have applied
to τ1 → τ2 is enc tp arrow, so M′ = arrow M′1 M

′
2 where τ1 type � M′1 ⇐ tp

and τ2 type � M′2 ⇐ tp. But then the inductive hypotheses that M1 and M2 are
unique show that M1 = M′1 and M2 = M′2. Therefore arrow M′1 M

′
2 = arrow M1 M2,

establishing uniqueness.
3. To show: For all M such that M ⇐ tp, there exists a unique τ such that
τ type � M⇐ tp. The proof is by induction on the derivation of M⇐ tp.
Lemma 3.2 gives two cases to consider; we show the case for M = arrow M1 M2,
where M1 ⇐ tp and M2 ⇐ tp were derived as strict subderivations. To show:
there exists a unique τ such that τ type � arrow M1 M2 ⇐ tp. By the inductive
hypothesis applied to the subderivations, there exist unique τ1 and τ2 such
that τ1 type � M1 ⇐ tp and τ2 type � M2 ⇐ tp. To establish existence,
take τ = τ1 → τ2; then enc tp arrow applied to the derivations from the
inductive hypothesis shows that τ type � arrow M1 M2 ⇐ tp. To establish
uniqueness, assume some other τ ′ such that τ ′ type � arrow M1 M2 ⇐ tp. By
inversion, only the rule enc tp arrow could have applied, so τ ′ = τ ′1 → τ ′2
where τ ′1 type � M1 ⇐ tp and τ ′2 type � M2 ⇐ tp. The inductive hypothesis
that τ1 and τ2 are unique shows that τ1 = τ ′1 and τ2 = τ ′2, so τ1 → τ2 =
τ ′1 → τ ′2, as we needed to show.
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3.2.2 Terms

The following lemma, analogous to the one for tp above, gives an inversion principle
for the canonical forms of type tm:

Lemma 3.3 (Inversion of Canonical Forms of Type tm)
If X terms � Γ ctx and Γ ` M⇐ tm then one of the following holds:

• M = x and Γ = Γ1, x : tm,Γ2.
• M = empty.
• M = lam Mt λ x. Me, where Γ ` Mt ⇐ tp and Γ, x : tm ` Me ⇐ tm were derived

as strict subderivations.
• M = app M1 M2, where and Γ ` M1 ⇐ tm and Γ ` M2 ⇐ tm were derived as

strict subderivations.

This lemma states that an LF term of type tm in a context containing variables of
type tm is either a variable or a constant applied to arguments which may contain
those variables—i.e., it states that the LF term is parametric in the variables in the
context. If, hypothetically, LF had an unrestricted case-analysis construct for ana-
lyzing terms of type tm, this lemma would not be true: a case-analysis of a variable
would be an “exotic” canonical form of type tm, violating adequacy. Extensions of
LF with other types must take care to preserve this property; in Concurrent LF,
certain connectives are confined to a monad so that they do not interfere with this
style of higher-order representation (Watkins et al., 2002).

Because types appear in the syntax of terms, adequacy for terms requires ade-
quacy for types. However, types are adequately represented in the empty LF con-
text, whereas the judgements in Figure 8 encode terms in LF contexts of the form
x1 : tm, . . . , xn : tm. Thus, Theorem 3.1 as stated in the previous section is not strong
enough, as adequacy for terms requires that types remain adequate in these ex-
tended contexts. This requirement could fail—for example, if term contexts were
of the form x : tm, . . . , u : tp, . . ., these contexts would induce additional canonical
forms of type tp that have no informal counterpart. Consequently, it is necessary
to prove a lemma showing that types remain adequate in the contexts Γ such that
X terms � Γ ctx. This lemma is our first application of the transport of canonical
forms theorem, Theorem 2.17.

Lemma 3.4 (Transport of Adequacy for Terms)
1. If X terms � Γ ctx then Γ ctx.
2. If X terms � Γ ctx then · ` Mt ⇐ tp iff Γ ` Mt ⇐ tp.

Proof
The proof of the first part is a straightforward induction on the premise. The second
part uses transport of canonical forms (Theorem 2.17). First, one application of
Theorem 2.17 shows that · `Σ M⇐ tp iff · `Σ|tp M⇐ tp. Next, because tm 6� tp, a
simple induction shows that if X terms � Γ ctx then Γ|�Σ

tp = ·. Then the proof is
direct using Theorem 2.17 and the first part.

We now prove the main adequacy result. The judgement X ` e term is used here
to state the invariant on the encoding. When we claim uniqueness for an object-
language or LF entity that involves binding, we mean uniqueness up to α-conversion.
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Theorem 3.5 (Adequacy for Terms)
1. If X terms � Γ ctx and X ` e term � Γ ` M ⇐ tm then X ` e term and

Γ ` M⇐ tm.
2. If X ` e term and X terms � Γ ctx then there exists a unique LF term M

such that X ` e term � Γ ` M⇐ tm.
3. If Γ ` M ⇐ tm and X terms � Γ ctx then there exists a unique e such that
X ` e term � Γ ` M⇐ tm.

Proof
1. By rule induction on the second premise. The case for enc tm lam is the only

one in which the conclusion does not follow immediately from the inductive
hypotheses. In this case, by the inductive hypothesis, X , x ` e term and
Γ, x : tm ` Me ⇐ tm. Then the first conclusion is immediate by term lam.
To derive the second conclusion, we also need to know that Γ ` Mt ⇐ tp. By
Theorem 3.1 applied to the premise of the rule, · ` Mt ⇐ tp. Then by Lemma
3.4, Γ ` Mt ⇐ tp.

2. By rule induction on X ` e term, we show that if X terms � Γ ctx then
there exists a unique M such that X ` e term � Γ ` M ⇐ tm. We give the
cases that involve binding:

• Case for term var. To show: if X1, x,X2 terms � Γctx then there exists
a unique LF term M such that X ` x term � Γ ` M⇐ tm. By inversion, Γ
must have the form Γ1, x : tm,Γ2. To establish existence, use enc tm var

to derive X1, x,X2 ` x term � Γ ` x ⇐ tm. To establish uniqueness,
assume some other M′ such that X1, x,X2 ` x term � Γ ` M′ ⇐ tm;
inversion on this derivation gives the result because only enc tm var

can have applied.
• Case for term lam. Assume a derivation of X terms � Γ ctx. Using the

rule enc terms term, we can derive (X , x) terms � (Γ, x : tm)ctx. Then
we can appeal to the inductive hypothesis to conclude that there exists a
unique canonical form Me such that X , x ` e term � Γ, x : tm ` Me ⇐ tm.
By Theorem 3.1, there exists a unique Mt such that τ type � Mt ⇐ tp. To
show existence, take M to be lam Mt λ x. Me; then we can derive the desired
property by applying enc tm lam to the above encoding derivations.
Uniqueness is immediate by inversion and the results above.

3. By induction on the derivation of Γ ` M ⇐ tm. Lemma 3.3 gives four cases;
we show those involving binding:

• M = x and Γ = (Γ1, x : tm,Γ2).
By inversion on the derivation of X terms � (Γ1, x : tm,Γ2) ctx, X is
X1, x,X2. Thus, we can take e to be x, which has the desired property by
enc tm var. Uniqueness is immediate by inversion.

• M = lam Mt λ x. Me, where Γ ` Mt ⇐ tp and Γ, x : tm ` Me ⇐ tm were
derived as subderivations.
We would like to appeal to Theorem 3.1 on the derivation of Γ ` Mt ⇐ tp

to conclude that there exists a unique τ such that τ type � Mt ⇐ tp.
Unfortunately, Theorem 3.1 is only stated for typing derivations in the
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empty context. Thus, we first apply Lemma 3.4 to conclude · ` Mt ⇐ tp;
then we can appeal to Theorem 3.1.
Next, using the assumed derivation of X terms � Γ ctx, we can create a
derivation of (X , x) terms � (Γ, x : tm) ctx by enc terms term. Then,
by the inductive hypothesis on the second subderivation, there exists a
unique e′ such that X , x ` e′ term � Γ, x : tm ` M′e ⇐ tm. To show
existence, we take e to be λ x:τ. e′; enc tm lam applied to the derivations
produced above shows that X ` λ x:τ. e′ term � Γ ` lam Mt λ x. M′e ⇐ tm.
Uniqueness is immediate by inversion and the uniqueness of e′ and τ .

Next, we prove compositionality. The proof requires a lemma stating that a prop-
erty similar to weakening holds for the encoding:

Lemma 3.6 (Weakening of the Encoding)
Assume X ,X ′ terms � Γ,Γ′ ctx and X , x,X ′ terms � Γ, x : tm,Γ′ ctx. Then if
X ,X ′ ` e term � Γ,Γ′ ` M⇐ tm then X , x,X ′ ` e term � Γ, x : tm,Γ′ ` M⇐ tm.

Exchange and contraction also hold, but we do not require them in this develop-
ment. Compositionality is essentially a substitution principle:

Theorem 3.7 (Compositionality for Terms)
Assume X terms � Γ ctx and X ` e2 term � Γ ` M2 ⇐ tm.
If X , x,X ′ terms � Γ, x : tm,Γ′ ctx and X , x,X ′ ` e term � Γ, x : tm,Γ′ ` M⇐ tm

and [e2/x]e = e′ and [M2/x]mtmM = M′ then X ,X ′ ` e′ term � Γ,Γ′ ` M′ ⇐ tm.

Proof
Using Lemma 3.6, Theorem 3.1, and Lemma 2.8, we prove this theorem by induction
on the derivation of X , x,X ′ ` e term � Γ, x : tm,Γ′ ` M ⇐ tm. This theorem
assumes the hereditary substitution [M2/x]mtmM = M′ only to make the inductive
argument more convenient; applying Lemma 3.4, Theorem 3.5, and Theorem 2.11
to the other assumptions shows that the substitution must exist.

3.2.3 Discussion

Transport of adequacy lemmas like Lemma 3.4 demonstrate the convenience of the
general subordination-based transport of canonical forms theorem (Theorem 2.17).
Absent this general theorem, we could prove each individual transport of adequacy
lemma inductively. Alternatively, we could state and prove every adequacy theorem
for the largest context necessary for the encoding of the entire language. Fortunately,
subordination saves us from the tedium of the first alternative and the inherent non-
modularity of the second, which requires knowing, in advance, all future uses of any
piece of the object language.

3.3 Encoding of Judgements

The judgements in Figure 9 define the static and dynamic semantics of the STLC in
informal notation. In the type system, we use γ to notate object-language contexts
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γ ` e : τ

γ ` 〈〉 : unit
of empty

γ, x : τ, γ′ ` x : τ
of var

γ, x : τ2 ` e : τ

γ ` λ x:τ2. e : τ2 → τ
of lam

γ ` e1 : τ2 → τ γ ` e2 : τ2

γ ` e1 e2 : τ
of app

e value

〈〉 value
value empty

λ x:τ. e value
value lam

e 7→ e′

e1 7→ e′1

e1 e2 7→ e′1 e2
step app 1

e1 value e2 7→ e′2

e1 e2 7→ e1 e′2
step app 2

e2 value [e2/x]e = e′

(λ x:τ2. e) e2 7→ e′
step app beta

Fig. 9. Semantics of the STLC

containing assumptions of the form xi : τi; such a context is well-formed when all
variables in it are distinct. Whenever we write γ, we tacitly presuppose that this
context is well-formed. The dynamic semantics are a standard call-by-value struc-
tural operational semantics on closed terms. The following property of the STLC
is necessary for the adequacy proofs below:

Lemma 3.8 (Uniqueness of Substitution Derivations)
If D and D′ both derive [e2/x]e = e′ then D = D′.

The LF signature in Figure 10 extends the signature from Figure 7 to represent
these judgements. The representation of the static and dynamic semantics is guided
by the judgements-as-types principle: an object-language judgement is represented
by a family of LF types indexed by the subjects of the judgement; derivations of a
judgement are represented as LF terms inhabiting this type. Such a representation
is adequate iff there is an isomorphism between the informal derivations of the
judgement and the canonical forms of the associated type family.

For instance, the operational semantics judgement e 7→ e′, whose subject is two
terms, is represented by the LF type family step : tm→ tm→ type. Each constant
with head step corresponds to the object-language inference rule with the same
name. A derivation of the judgement e 7→ e′ is represented by an LF term of type
step Me M′e, where Me and M′e are the encodings of e and e′. For example, assuming
terms M1, M2, and M′1 of LF type tm and an LF term M ⇐ step M1 M′1, the LF term
(step app 1 M1 M2 M′1 M) represents a derivation of step (app M1 M2) (app M′1 M2).

The object-language hypothetical judgement γ ` e : τ is represented by the LF
type family of, which is indexed by the LF types tm and tp. One might expect
the family to also be indexed by the encoding of a context γ. However, rather
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of : tm→ tp→ type

of empty : of empty unit

of app : Π E1, E2:tm. Π T2, T:tp.

(of E1 (arrow T2 T))→ (of E2 T2)→ of (app E1 E2) T

of lam : Π T2, T:tp. Π E:tm→ tm.

(Π x:tm. (of x T2)→ (of (E x) T))→ of (lam T2 λ x. E x) (arrow T2 T)

value : tm→ type

value empty : value empty

value lam : Π T:tp. Π E:tm→ tm. value (lam T λ x. E x)

step : tm→ tm→ type

step app 1 : Π E1, E2, E
′
1:tm. (step E1 E

′
1)→ step (app E1 E2) (app E′1 E2)

step app 2 : Π E1, E2, E
′
2:tm.

(value E1)→ (step E2 E
′
2)→ step (app E1 E2) (app E1 E

′
2)

step app beta : Π E2:tm. Π E:tm→ tm. Π T2:tp.

(value E2)→ step (app (lam T2 λ x. E x) E2) (E E2)

Fig. 10. LF Signature for the STLC Judgements

than representing the context as an explicit argument, we represent the object-
language hypotheses as LF hypotheses, identifying the object-language hypothetical
judgement with a hypothetical judgement in LF. Specifically, an object-language
context

x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn

is represented by an LF context

x1 : tm, dx1 : of x1 T1, . . . , xn : tm, dxn : of xn Tn

where each dxi is a fresh variable that is distinct from all xi and from the other dxj.
Each object-language hypothesis xi : τi is represented by an LF variable dxi. Corre-
spondingly, context extension is represented by LF terms of higher type. Consider
the object-language rule of lam:

γ, x : τ2 ` e : τ
γ ` λ x:τ2. e : τ2 → τ

of lam

In the premise of the rule, the context is extended with the assumption x : τ2 for a
fresh variable x. This rule is represented by the LF constant of lam. The premise
of of lam is represented by an LF term of type of the following dependent function
type:

Π x:tm. (of x T2)→ (of (E x) T).
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The canonical forms of this type are terms λ x. λ dx. M, where M has LF type of (E x) T
in an LF context including x : tm, dx : of x T2. These LF assumptions correspond ex-
actly to a derivation under the hypothesis x : τ2 for a fresh variable x. This higher-
order representation of hypotheses is natural and advantageous: there is no need
to explicitly represent contexts and operations on them, and, moreover, LF pro-
vides structural properties such as weakening and substitution when hypothetical
judgements are represented in such a fashion.

The correspondence between object-language derivations and their LF represen-
tations is made precise by the judgements in Figures 11 and 12. The intended
reading of these judgements is as follows:

• γ ctx � Γ ctx Encode an object-language context γ to an LF context Γ.
• D :: γ ` e : τ � Γ ` M ⇐ of Me Mt Assuming γ ctx � Γ ctx, encode an

object-language derivation D of γ ` e : τ to an LF term M of type of Me Mt in
Γ. The notation D :: γ ` e : τ is simply linear notation for

D
γ ` e : τ .

• D :: e value � M ⇐ value Me Encode an object-language derivation D of
e value for a closed term e to an LF term M of type value Me in the empty LF
context.

• D :: e 7→ e′ � M ⇐ step Me M′e Encode an object-language derivation D
of e 7→ e′ for closed terms e and e′ to an LF term M of type step Me M′e in the
empty LF context.

The rule enc of lam expresses the higher-order representation strategy described
above. The rule enc step app beta includes a hereditary substitution premise
because the right-hand term of the informal rule step app beta is [e2/x]e; com-
positionality of the encoding (Theorem 3.7) shows that this substitution can be
represented by writing (E E2) as the right-hand term in step app beta.

These encoding judgements clarify the fact that the LF representation of the
object language judgements is specified not just by the LF signature, but also
by the LF contexts in which that signature is considered. For example, the object
language operational semantics judgement e 7→ e′ presupposes that the terms e and
e′ are closed. In the LF representation, this presupposition is reflected in the fact
that we consider only the inhabitants of step in the empty LF context. Note that
the same LF signature for step, considered in other LF contexts, could adequately
represent an object-language transition system that does not presuppose closed
terms.

3.4 Adequacy of the Judgement Encodings

Let Σ stand for the signature in Figure 10. When proving adequacy, we consider
each judgement of the object language in the fragment of Σ relevant to it. (This is in
contrast to Section 3.2, where for simplicity we considered adequacy of both types
and terms in the full signature.) Observe by the definition of signature restriction
that
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• Σ|tp contains the family declaration tp and the constants unit and arrow.
• Σ|tm contains the family declarations tp, tm and their associated constants.
• Σ|of contains the family declarations tp, tm, of and their associated constants.
• Σ|value contains the family declarations tp, tm, value and their associated

constants.
• Σ|step contains the family declarations tp, tm, value, step and their associ-

ated constants.

The strongest subordination relation �Σ is the reflexive-transitive closure of the
following relation: tp � tm, tm � of, tp � of, tm � value, tp � value, tm � step,
tp � step, and value � step. Additionally, for each a of these type families,
�Σ |a =�Σ|a . Thus, Theorem 2.17 shows that each of these signature restrictions is
well-formed in the strongest subordination relation for it. Our previous adequacy
theorems show that the encodings of terms and types are adequate in Σ|tm. An easy
application of Theorem 2.17 shows that adequacy for STLC types, Theorem 3.1,
holds in Σ|tp as well.

3.4.1 Static Semantics

In this section, we work in LF[Σ|of]. Just as it was necessary to ensure that the
encoding of types remained adequate in the signature and contexts for terms, it is
now necessary to show that the encodings of both types and terms remain adequate
in the signature and contexts we consider for typing derivations:

Lemma 3.9 (Transport of Adequacy for Typing)
1. (Σ|of)|tp = Σ|tp and (Σ|of)|tm = Σ|tm.
2. If γ ctx � Γ ctx then Γ ctx.
3. If γ ctx � Γ ctx then Γ|tp = ·.
4. If γ ctx � Γ ctx, vars γ X , and Γ|tm = Γ′ then X terms � Γ′ ctx
5. If γ ctx � Γ ctx then Γ `Σ|of Mt ⇐ tp iff · `Σ|tp Mt ⇐ tp.
6. If γ ctx � Γ ctx then Γ `Σ|of Me ⇐ tm iff Γ|tm `Σ|tm Me ⇐ tm.

Next, we state the inversion lemma:

Lemma 3.10 (Inversion of Canonical Forms of Type of)
If γ ctx � Γ ctx and Γ ` M⇐ of Me Mt then one of the following hold:

• M = dx, Me = x, and Γ = Γ1, x : tm, dx : of x Mt,Γ2 for some variables dx and x.
• M = of empty, Me = empty, and Mt = unit.
• M = of app Me1 Me2 Mt2 Mt M1 M2, Me = (app Me1 Me2), and the following were

derived as strict subderivations: Γ ` Me1 ⇐ tm and Γ ` Me2 ⇐ tm and
Γ ` Mt2 ⇐ tp and Γ ` Mt ⇐ tp and Γ ` M1 ⇐ of Me1 (arrow Mt2 Mt) and
Γ ` M2 ⇐ of Me2 Mt2.

• M = of lam Mt2 M′t (λ x. M′e) (λ x. λ dx. M2), Me = (lam Mt (λ x. M′e)),
Mt = (arrow Mt2 M′t), and the following were derived as strict subderivations:
Γ ` Mt2 ⇐ tp and Γ ` M′t ⇐ tp and Γ, x : tm ` M′e ⇐ tm and
Γ, x : tm, dx : of x Mt2 ` M2 ⇐ of M′e M

′
t.
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In the statement and proof of adequacy, it will be convenient to abuse notation
by writing γ ` e term � Γ ` Me ⇐ tm to mean the following: varsγX and Γ|tm = Γ′

and X ` e term � Γ′ ` Me ⇐ tm. In Definition 2.16, we observed that given Γ and
A, there exists a unique Γ′ such that Γ|A = Γ′. Observe (by induction on γ) that
given a well-formed context γ, there exists a unique X such that vars γ X . Thus,
both X and Γ′ are uniquely determined when we write γ ` e term � Γ ` Me ⇐ tm.

We can now prove adequacy. The first condition states not only that the subjects
are well-formed, as above, but also that the indices to the judgement are encoded
in the appropriate manner.

Theorem 3.11 (Adequacy for Typing Derivations)
1. If γ ctx � Γ ctx and D :: γ ` e : τ � Γ ` M⇐ of Me Mt then

• τ type � Mt ⇐ tp and γ ` e term � Γ ` Me ⇐ tm,
• D derives γ ` e : τ , and
• Γ ` M⇐ of Me Mt.

2. If γ ctx � Γ ctx and D derives γ ` e : τ then there exist unique Me, Mt and M

such that D :: γ ` e : τ � Γ ` M⇐ of Me Mt.
3. If γ ctx � Γ ctx and Γ ` M ⇐ of Me Mt then there exist unique τ , e, and D

such that D :: γ ` e : τ � Γ ` M⇐ of Me Mt.

Proof
The proof follows the same general pattern as adequacy for syntax. It uses Lemma
3.9, Theorem 3.5, Theorem 3.1, Lemma 2.12, and Lemma 3.10.

In informal descriptions of programming languages, we do not usually consider
the operation of substituting one typing derivation into another (i.e., the computa-
tional content of the proof of the substitution theorem). However, it is possible to
define such an operation and then prove a compositionality theorem, analogous to
Theorem 3.7, for the judgement D :: γ ` e : τ � Γ ` M ⇐ of Me Mt. However, be-
cause this compositionality result is not necessary for the remainder of this article,
we elide the details.

3.4.2 Dynamic Semantics

The adequacy proof for the value judgement is simple; we elide the transport of
adequacy lemma and the canonical forms inversion lemma, which are analogous to
those given above.

Theorem 3.12 (Adequacy for Values)
1. If D :: e value � M ⇐ value Me then

• · ` e term � · ` Me ⇐ tm,
• D derives e value, and
• · `Σ|value M⇐ value Me.

2. If · ` e term and D :: e value then there exist unique Me and M such that
D :: e value � M ⇐ value Me.
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3. If · `Σ|value M⇐ value Me then there exist unique e and D such that
D :: e value � M ⇐ value Me.

In the remainder of this section, we work in LF[Σ|step].

Lemma 3.13 (Transport of Adequacy for Operational Semantics)
1. For a ∈ {tm, tp, value}, (Σ|step)|a = Σ|a.
2. · `Σ|step Me ⇐ tm iff · `Σ|tm Me ⇐ tm.
3. · `Σ|step Mt ⇐ tp iff · `Σ|tp Mt ⇐ tp.
4. · `Σ|step M⇐ value Me iff · `Σ|value M⇐ value Me.

Next, we state the inversion principle:

Lemma 3.14 (Inversion of Canonical Forms of Type step)
If M⇐ step Me M′e then one of the following hold:

• M = step app 1 Me1 Me2 M′e1 M1, Me = (app Me1 Me2), M′e = (app M′e1 Me2), and the
following were derived as strict subderivations: Me1 ⇐ tm and Me2 ⇐ tm and
M′e1 ⇐ tm and M1 ⇐ step Me1 M′e1.

• M = step app 2 Me1 Me2 M′e2 M1 M2, Me = (app Me1 Me2), M′e = (app Me1 M′e2), and
the following were derived as strict subderivations: Me1 ⇐ tm and Me2 ⇐ tm

and M′e2 ⇐ tm and M1 ⇐ value Me1 and M2 ⇐ step Me2 M′e2.
• M = step app beta Me2 (λ x. Mb) Mt2 M2, Me = (app (lam Mt2 (λ x. Mb)) Me2), and

the following were derived as strict subderivations: Me2 ⇐ tm and
x : tm ` Mb ⇐ tm and Mt2 ⇐ tp and M2 ⇐ value Me2 and [Me2/x]mtmMb = M′e.

Finally, we state adequacy.

Theorem 3.15 (Adequacy for Operational Semantics)
1. If D :: e 7→ e′ � M ⇐ step Me M′e then

• · ` e term � · ` Me ⇐ tm and · ` e′ term � · ` M′e ⇐ tm,
• D derives e 7→ e′, and
• M⇐ step Me M′e.

2. If · ` e term and · ` e′ term and D derives e 7→ e′ then there exist unique
Me, M′e and M such that D :: e 7→ e′ � M ⇐ step Me M′e.

3. If M⇐ step Me M′e then there exist unique e, e′, and D such that
D :: e 7→ e′ � M ⇐ step Me M′e.

Proof
An object-language derivation using the rule step app beta contains a subderiva-
tion deriving [e2/x]e. However, because substitution in the object-language is rep-
resented as substitution in LF, this substitution derivation is not encoded as an
explicit LF object. Consequently, it is necessary to show that there is at most
one object-language substitution derivation; Lemma 3.8 establishes this fact. Other
than this complication, the proof is similar to adequacy of typing. The proof uses
Theorem 2.11, Theorem 3.5, Theorem 3.7, Theorem 3.12, Lemma 3.13, and Lemma
3.14.
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4 Mechanizing the Metatheory of the STLC

A metatheorem is a statement about an object language. The Twelf implementation
of LF (Pfenning & Schürmann, 1999) permits the mechanization of metatheorems
about languages encoded in LF.

Type Families as Relations. In describing the metatheoretic capabilities of Twelf, it
is useful to regard an LF type family as defining a relation on the family’s indices,
where indices are related iff their instance of the type family is inhabited. In the
simplest case, when a type family’s kind is not dependent and when only closed LF
terms are considered, a type family defines a single relation on the family’s indices,
where indices are related iff the corresponding type is inhabited. For example, the
type family step : tm→ tm→ type defines a relation between two LF terms of type
tm, where E and E′ are related iff there exists an LF term D of type step E1 E2. More
formally, we say that a type family a : A1 → . . .→ An → type defines a relation R

on terms · ` M1 ⇐ A1, . . . , · ` Mn ⇐ An, where R(M1, . . . , Mn) iff there exists an LF
term D such that D⇐ a M1 . . . Mn.

This simple case generalizes in two ways. First, when LF terms in non-empty
contexts are considered, a type family constitutes a simultaneous definition of a
context-indexed family of relations on the type family’s indices, where indices are
related by the relation for a particular context iff their instance of the family is
inhabited in that context. For example, the type family of : tm→ tp→ type defines
a context-indexed family of relations R, where each relation RΓ relates terms E and
T such that Γ ` E ⇐ tm and Γ ` T ⇐ tp, and RΓ(E, T) holds iff there exists
an LF term D such that Γ ` D ⇐ of E T. Note that the type family constitutes
a simultaneous inductive definition of all the relations RΓ, as the definition of
RΓ refers to other relations RΓ′ (e.g., when the premise of of lam extends the
LF context). More formally, we say that a type family a : A1 → . . .→ An → type

defines a context-indexed family of relations R, where each RΓ is a relation on terms
Γ ` M1 ⇐ A1, . . . , Γ ` Mn ⇐ An and RΓ(M1, . . . , Mn) iff there exists a canonical form
D such that Γ ` D⇐ a M1 . . . Mn.

Second, the kind of a type family may in general be a dependent kind of the
form Π x1:A1. . . . Π xn:An. type, in which case the type family defines a dependent
relation—the types of the related terms may vary with the other indices to the
relation. In full generality, a type family a : Π x1:A1. . . . Π xn:An. type defines a context-
indexed family of relations R, where RΓ relates terms M1 such that Γ ` M1 ⇐ A1, M2
such that [M1/x1]aA1A2 = A′2 and Γ ` M2 ⇐ A′2, M3 such that [M2/x2]aA2 [M1/x1]

a
A1
A3 = A′3,

and so on, and RΓ(M1, . . . , Mn) iff there exists a canonical form D such that Γ ` D⇐
a M1 . . . Mn. Though we have not used any dependent kinds in the previous sections
of this article, we discuss many examples of them below.

Totality Assertions. Twelf has the ability to mechanically verify totality assertions
about LF type families. To a first approximation, a totality assertion for a type
family corresponds with the standard notion of totality for the relation defined
by the type family: a totality assertion is specified by designating some indices as
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inputs and the remaining indices as outputs; then the totality assertion asserts that
for all inputs, there exist outputs that stand in the relation. However, because a
type family defines a family of relations RΓ, the specification of a totality assertion
must also clarify for which contexts Γ the relations RΓ are asserted to be total. In
general, we may wish to state a totality assertion only for contexts of a particular
form—because, for example, the totality assertion may be true for contexts of one
form but false for contexts of another. To allow this, we parametrize the specification
of a totality assertion by a world (set of contexts) W, and the totality assertion
asserts that for all contexts Γ ∈ W, the relation RΓ is total.

Thus, the specification of a totality assertion for a given type family consists of
two declarations: a mode declaration, which identifies some of the family’s indices
as inputs (we notate these Ai) and the others as outputs (we notate these Bj),
and a world declaration, which restricts the totality assertion to LF contexts in
a particular world W. Given these declarations, the totality assertion for a type
family is defined as follows.

Definition 4.1 (Totality Assertions)
The totality assertion for a type family a : Π x1:A1. . . . Π y1:B1. . . . type with inputs
A1, . . . , Am and outputs B1, . . . , Bn in world W is the proposition

For all Γ ∈ W, for all M1 such that Γ ` M1 ⇐ A′1, . . . , and Mm such that
Γ ` Mm ⇐ A′m, there exist N1 such that Γ ` N1 ⇐ B′1, . . . , and Nn such that

Γ ` Nn ⇐ B′n, and D such that Γ ` D⇐ a M1 . . . Mm N1 . . . Nn.

where we write A′i and B′j for the appropriate substitutions into Ai and Bj to account
for the dependent nature of the relation:

[Mi−1/xi−1]Ai−1
. . . [M1/x1]A1Ai = A′i

[Nj−1/yj−1]Bj−1
. . . [N1/y1]B1 [Mm/xm]Am . . . [M1/x1]A1Bj = B′j.

For example, we may specify a totality assertion for the type family step E E′ by
declaring E an input and E′ an output and by restricting consideration to the empty
LF context. These declarations specify the following totality assertion: for all E such
that E⇐ tm, there exist E′ and D such that E′ ⇐ tm and D⇐ step E E′. Of course,
this totality assertion for the STLC is false, as there are terms that cannot take a
step. Other judgements of an object language, such as a compiler transformation,
might in fact define total relations.

The Twelf implementation permits a totality assertion to be specified by a mode
declaration and a regular worlds declaration, which defines a world W by a regular
expression over contexts. Moreover, Twelf provides a totality declaration which
instructs Twelf to (attempt to) prove a totality assertion using a specified induction
metric. Twelf proves a totality assertion for a type family by interpreting the type
family as a higher-order logic program and proving that the logic program is total;
see Schürmann & Pfenning (2003) for details. As with any theorem prover for
sufficiently rich statements, there are many true totality assertions that Twelf is
unable to prove. In the remainder of this section, we present many examples of type
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families that Twelf can prove total, and we discuss how totality assertions are used
in mechanizing metatheory.

Mechanizing Metatheory. The machinery of totality assertions can be deployed in
a particular way to permit the mechanical verification of a much wider class of
metatheorems than totality assertions themselves. General ∀∃-statements of the
form

For all Γ ∈ W, for all M1 such that Γ ` M1 ⇐ A1, . . . , and Mm such that
Γ ` Mm ⇐ Am, there exist N1 such that Γ ` N1 ⇐ B1, . . . , and Nn such that

Γ ` Nn ⇐ Bn.

can be mechanized in Twelf. A proof of a ∀∃-statement consists of a transformation
from the universally quantified terms (inputs) into the existentially quantified terms
(outputs), typically defined by induction on the inputs. One way of presenting
such a transformation is as a total relation. Consequently, a ∀∃-statement and its
inductive proof can be represented as an LF type family and verified by Twelf’s
totality checker. Specifically, a statement of this form can be translated into the
type family, mode, and worlds declarations specifying the totality of a type family
a : Π x1:A1. . . . Π yn:Bn. type. An inductive proof of such a statement can be translated
into LF constants that inductively define the type family a in such a way that
Twelf can verify the its totality. The original ∀∃-statement is a corollary of the
totality assertion for this particular relation. That is, we deploy Twelf’s ability
to prove totality assertions in order to check proofs of general ∀∃-statements by
representing these proofs explicitly as LF terms. A successful proof constitutes a
sufficiently detailed definition of a relation that Twelf can verify its totality.

This methodology is useful because a wide class of metatheorems can expressed
as ∀∃-statements about the canonical forms of LF. Because of the judgements-as-
types representation strategy, the quantifiers of ∀∃-statements range over not just
the representations of object-language individuals such as terms and types but also
the representations of derivations of object-language judgements. For example, the
standard informal statement of preservation is the following:

Theorem 4.2 (Informal Statement of Preservation)
For all types τ and all closed terms e and e′, if e 7→ e′ and · ` e : τ then · ` e′ : τ .

By adequacy (Theorem 3.1, Theorem 3.5, Theorem 3.11, and Theorem 3.15), this
statement can be recast as the following ∀∃-statement:

Theorem 4.3 (Statement of Preservation via the Encoding)
For all E such that E ⇐ tm, E′ such that E′ ⇐ tm, T such that T ⇐ tp, Dstep such
that Dstep ⇐ step E E′, and Dof such that Dof ⇐ of E T, there exists a D′of such that
D′of ⇐ of E′ T.

To prove this statement in Twelf, we recast the informal proof of preservation as
constants inhabiting an LF type family

preserv : Π E:tm. Π E′:tm. Π T:tp. step E E′ → of E T→ of E′ T→ type.
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The type family preserv has a dependent kind, accounting for the occurrences
of the metavariables in the theorem statement. Then, we ask Twelf to verify the
appropriate totality assertion:

Theorem 4.4 (Totality of Preservation)
For all E such that E ⇐ tm, E′ such that E′ ⇐ tm, T such that T ⇐ tp, Dstep such
that Dstep ⇐ step E E′, and Dof such that Dof ⇐ of E T, there exist D′of such that
D′of ⇐ of E′ T and D such that D⇐ preserv E E′ T Dof Dstep D′of.

To state and prove preservation, it suffices to consider a ∀∃-statement for the
world containing only the empty LF context. In general, ∀∃-statements about non-
empty LF contexts are useful for stating properties of object languages encoded
using higher-order representations. For example, we may recast a statement about
STLC typing derivations in non-empty contexts γ as a statement about LF terms
of type of in contexts Γ such that γ ctx � Γ ctx. We prove such a statement
in Twelf by verifying the totality assertion for a corresponding type family in an
appropriate world.

In summary, proving an informal ∀∃-statement about an object language in Twelf
requires four steps. First, via adequacy, recast the metatheorem as a ∀∃-statement
about canonical forms of particular types in a particular world. Second, define a
corresponding LF type family r and annotate it with mode and worlds declarations
specifying the corresponding totality assertion. Third, extend the LF signature with
constants inhabiting r for all canonical inputs. Fourth, ask Twelf to verify that r

satisfies the totality assertion by executing a totality declaration. In the remainder
of this section, we show several examples of this methodology for mechanizing
metatheorems in Twelf.

Twelf Concrete Syntax. In this section, we will use Twelf’s concrete syntax for LF.
The type Π x:A2. A is written as {x:A2} A, the kind Π x:A2. K is written as {x:A2} K,
and the term λ x. M is written as [x] M. Parentheses are used for grouping, and the
usual λ-calculus associativities and precedences apply: application associates to the
left; → associates to the right; the scope of a binder extends as far to the right
as possible. Twelf’s concrete syntax also includes several conveniences that we will
exploit:

• When declaring a constant in a signature, if an identifier beginning with a
lower-case letter is not bound, Twelf reports an error. If an identifier beginning
with an upper-case letter is not bound, Twelf implicitly binds it in a Π at the
front of the constant’s type or kind. The application of a constant to these
implicit arguments is then inferred.

• Twelf allows a programmer to write an arrow type A -> B with a backward
arrow—B <- A. This makes it easier to see the head family of a constant.

• Twelf allows arbitrary type annotations by writing M : A in place of any M.
• Twelf permits non-canonical forms, which are treated as syntactic sugar for

the corresponding canonical form.

In Figure 13, we present an example of the first two conveniences: we show Twelf
concrete syntax for the signature from Figure 10 defining the static and dynamic
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of : tm -> tp -> type.

of_empty : of empty unit.

of_lam : of (lam T2 ([x] E x)) (arrow T2 T)

<- ({x:tm} (of x T2) -> (of (E x) T)).

of_app : of (app E1 E2) T

<- of E2 T2

<- of E1 (arrow T2 T).

value : tm -> type.

value_empty : value empty.

value_lam : value (lam T2 ([x] E x)).

step : tm -> tm -> type.

step_app_1 : step (app E1 E2) (app E1’ E2)

<- step E1 E1’.

step_app_2 : step (app E1 E2) (app E1 E2’)

<- step E2 E2’

<- value E1.

step_app_beta : step (app (lam T2 ([x] E x)) E2) (E E2)

<- value E2.

Fig. 13. Static and Dynamic Semantics for the STLC in Twelf Concrete Syntax

semantics of the STLC. In idiomatic Twelf, it is common to reverse the order of the
premises so that they read, from top to bottom, in the same order as they would
read from left to right in an inference rule; however, to keep the order of arguments
consistent with the signature in Figure 10, we have not done this here.

4.1 Type Preservation

Type preservation is our first example of a Twelf metatheorem.

4.1.1 Twelf Proof

Figure 14 contains a complete Twelf proof of preservation for the STLC. The type
family preserv defines a relation among the appropriate types. The %mode and
%worlds declarations state the appropriate totality assertion: the mode declaration
declares that the first two indices of preserv are universally quantified (+), whereas
the last one is existentially quantified (-). Implicitly quantified variables are uni-
versally quantified if they appear in any inputs and existentially quantified if they
appear only in outputs, so in this case E, E′, and T are all inputs. The %worlds

declaration declares that these quantifiers range over canonical forms in the world
containing only the empty LF context.

The term-level constants preserv app 1, preserv app 2, and preserv app beta

constitute an inductive definition of the preserv type family, codifying the cases of
the proof of the ∀∃-theorem. We prove preservation by induction on the operational
semantics, writing one LF constant (i.e., case of the proof) for each operational se-
mantics rule. For example, consider preserv app 1. The intuitive reading of this
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preserv : step E E’ -> of E T -> of E’ T -> type.

%mode preserv +Dstep +Dof -Dof’.

preserv_app_1 : preserv

(step_app_1 (DstepE1 : step E1 E1’))

(of_app (DofE1 : of E1 (arrow T2 T))

(DofE2 : of E2 T2))

(of_app DofE1’ DofE2)

<- preserv DstepE1 DofE1 (DofE1’ : of E1’ (arrow T2 T)).

preserv_app_2 : preserv

(step_app_2 (DvalE1 : value E1) (DstepE2 : step E2 E2’))

(of_app (DofE1 : of E1 (arrow T2 T))

(DofE2 : of E2 T2))

(of_app DofE1 DofE2’)

<- preserv DstepE2 DofE2 (DofE2’ : of E2’ T2).

preserv_app_beta : preserv

(step_app_beta (Dval : value E2))

(of_app (of_lam (([x] [dx] DofE x dx)

: {x : tm} (of x T2) -> (of (E x) T)))

(DofE2 : of E2 T2))

(DofE E2 DofE2).

%worlds () (preserv _ _ _).

%total D (preserv D _ _).

Fig. 14. Twelf Proof of Preservation for the STLC

case is as follows: in the case for step app 1, we invert the typing derivation be-
cause of app is the only rule that could have applied, yielding typing derivations
for E1 and E2; we then appeal inductively to preserv on the smaller step derivation
DstepE1 and the typing derivation DofE1 for E1, which yields a typing derivation
DofE1′ for E1′; then we apply the rule of app to this derivation and the deriva-
tion for E2 to obtain the result. More formally, preserv app 1 is an LF constant
inhabiting the family

preserv (step app 1 Dstep1) (of app DofE1 DofE2) (of app DofE1′ DofE2)

as long as the family preserv Dstep1 DofE1 DofE2 is inhabited. This extends the
canonical forms that are related by preserv. The fact that the premise of the
constant is on a smaller step derivation Dstep1 is used in showing the totality of
preserv. The constant preserv app 2 is similar. In preserv app beta, the intu-
itive reading is that we invert twice based on the syntactic form of the term on the
left-hand side of the step derivation; then we apply the hypothetical typing deriva-
tion for the body of the function DofE to the argument E2 and its typing derivation
DofE2—because of the higher-order encoding, there is no need for a substitution
lemma. Of course, preserv app beta is in fact just an LF constant inhabiting the
type preserv for particular indices. The type annotations on each constant are
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included only for readability; if we omitted their types, Twelf would infer them.
The %total declaration asks Twelf to verify, by induction on the first argument D,
that preserv satisfies the totality assertion in Theorem 4.4.

4.1.2 Correctness of the Statement of Preservation

In the introduction to this section, we stated the equivalence of the informal state-
ment of preservation (Theorem 4.2) and the statement via the encoding (Theorem
4.3). We discuss the proof of this equivalence in more detail here. The quantifiers
and their types clearly correspond, so adequacy should imply the equivalence of
these two statements. However, there are two ways in which the previous adequacy
statements could fail to give the necessary result:

1. Though we did not make this explicit in the introduction to this section,
the Twelf proof proves Theorem 4.3 in a different signature than the one
in which the relevant types are adequate: the type family preserv and the
terms inhabiting it extend the LF signature. It is necessary to check that the
previous adequacy results can be transfered to this extended signature.

2. The %worlds declaration specifies the class of LF contexts for the metathe-
orem. It is necessary to check that the previous adequacy results give the
desired correspondence in these contexts.

To address the first concern, let Σ be the original signature in Figure 10, and call
the extension of this signature with preserv and its constants Σ′. The strongest
subordination relation �Σ′ extends �Σ with the conditions that a �Σ′ preserv for
all a declared in Σ, but in �Σ′ no additional families are subordinate to any family
declared in Σ. With this subordination relation, we can calculate that Σ′|of = Σ|of
and Σ′|step = Σ|step. Therefore, Theorem 2.17 immediately implies the following
lemma:

Lemma 4.5 (Transport of Adequacy for Preservation)
1. · `Σ′ M⇐ of Me Mt iff · `Σ|of M⇐ of Me Mt.
2. · `Σ′ M⇐ step Me M′e iff · `Σ|step M⇐ step Me M′e.

To address the second concern, observe that the %worlds declaration asserts the
theorem only for canonical forms in the empty LF context. The previous adequacy
results (Theorem 3.1, Theorem 3.5, Theorem 3.11, and Theorem 3.15) show that
the empty LF context adequately represents types, closed terms, typing derivations
in the empty object-language context, and operational semantics derivations.

4.1.3 Correctness of the Proof of Preservation

In processing the %total declaration, Twelf automatically verifies that preserv

satisfies the totality specification in Theorem 4.4. However, we can also prove the
totality of this relation by hand.

Proof of Theorem 4.4
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%% identity (alpha-equivalence) of terms

id : tm -> tm -> type.

refl : id E E.

%% application congruence lemma for identity

id_app_cong : id E1 E1’

-> id E2 E2’

-> id (app E1 E2) (app E1’ E2’)

-> type.

%mode id_app_cong +X1 +X2 -X3.

- : id_app_cong refl refl refl.

%worlds () (id_app_cong _ _ _).

%total {} (id_app_cong _ _ _).

%% determinacy of evaluation

det : step E E’ -> step E E’’ -> id E’ E’’ -> type.

%mode det +X1 +X2 -X3.

det-1 : det (step_app_1 DstepE1’) (step_app_1 DstepE1’’) DidApp

<- det DstepE1’ DstepE1’’ DidE1

<- id_app_cong DidE1 refl DidApp.

det-2 : det (step_app_2 _ DstepE2’) (step_app_2 _ DstepE2’’) DidApp

<- det DstepE2’ DstepE2’’ DidE2

<- id_app_cong refl DidE2 DidApp.

det-b : det (step_app_beta _) (step_app_beta _) refl.

%worlds () (det _ _ _).

%total D (det D _ _).

Fig. 15. Twelf Proof of Determinacy of the STLC Operational Semantics

In what follows, we work in LF[Σ′]. Take Γ to be ·. Lemma 4.5 above justifies
appealing to Lemma 3.10 and Lemma 3.14 on derivations of · `Σ′ M⇐ of Me Mt and
· `Σ′ M⇐ step Me M′e. Because preservation is proved by induction on the dynamic
semantics derivation, we can use Lemma 3.14 on Dstep. This gives three cases to
consider. In each case, we use Lemma 3.10 to invert Dof. In the case for step app 1,
the inductive hypothesis gives an inhabitant of the premise of preserv app 1. The
case for step app 2 is similar. In the case for step app beta, we use Theorem 2.11
to instantiate the hypothetical typing derivation for the body of the function—
because of the higher-order encoding, substitution for LF is used where one would
expect to use substitution for the object language.
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4.2 Determinacy

Next, we show that the STLC’s operational semantics are deterministic. This ex-
ample illustrates several additional aspects of Twelf metatheory: we show how to
give a simple representation of object-language α-equivalence as an LF type family;
we show how to use a lemma in a Twelf proof; and we illustrate a circumstance in
which Twelf’s metatheorem checker allows vacuously-true proof cases to be elided.
Determinacy is stated as follows:

Theorem 4.6 (Informal Statement of Determinacy)
For closed terms e, e′, and e′′, if e 7→ e′ and e 7→ e′′ then e′ =α e′′.

Translating this informal statement into Twelf requires representing α-equivalence
of STLC terms as an LF type family. Because of our higher-order representation
strategy, α-equivalence is an intrinsic property of the representation: two object-
language terms are α-equivalent iff their representations are α-equivalent canonical
forms in LF (by Theorem 3.5). Consequently, we can represent object-language
α-equivalence by internalizing α-equivalence of LF terms as a type family. The
type family id at the top of Figure 15 does just this. For each E of type tm, there
is one canonical form inhabiting id, refl E, expressing reflexivity (recall Twelf’s
convention that the variable E in the type of refl is implicitly quantified). With
this definition, id E E′ is inhabited exactly when the canonical forms E and E′ are α-
equivalent in LF. There is no need to give an inductive definition of α-equivalence,
as one would give for raw abstract syntax trees.

Using id, the informal statement of determinacy can be rephrased as follows:

Theorem 4.7 (Statement of Determinacy via the Encoding)
For all E, E′, E′′ such that E, E′, E′′ ⇐ tm, D′ such that D′ ⇐ step E E′, and D′′ such
that D′′ ⇐ step E E′′, there exists a D such that D⇐ id E′ E′′.

Adequacy (Theorem 3.5, Theorem 3.15, and the fact that id corresponds to object-
language α-equivalence) implies that this theorem statement is equivalent to the
informal statement in Theorem 4.6.

Figure 15 contains a complete Twelf proof of determinacy. The theorem statement
in Theorem 4.7 is represented by the type family det and its mode and world
declarations in Figure 15, which state the corresponding totality assertion for the
relation defined by the constants in the figure.

This proof uses a lemma, represented by the type family id app cong, its mode
and world declarations, and its inhabitants. This lemma states a congruence prop-
erty of α-equivalence: two applications are identical if their subterms are identical.
The proof of this lemma has exactly one case, in which the two subterm equalities
were both derived using reflexivity; in this case, the applications are identical, so
reflexivity gives the result. (In the Twelf concrete syntax, the application of refl
to its implicit term argument is suppressed, so all three derivations are written
simply as refl.) The %total declaration for id app cong uses the empty lexico-
graphic termination metric {} because the proof is not inductive. The totality of
this lemma justifies using it as a premise in any future proof to produce a derivation
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of id (app E1 E2) (app E1’ E2’) from two input derivations of the appropriate
type.

The three constants with head det, named det-1, det-2, and det-b, define the
relation that proves determinacy. In each of these three cases, the two step deriva-
tions conclude with the same final rule. In the case labeled det-1 for step app 1, we
are given a derivation of the judgement step (app E1 E2) (app E′1 E2) and a derivation
of step (app E1 E2) (app E′′1 E2) with subderivations of step E1 E′1 and step E1 E′′1 .
The det premise represents an appeal to the inductive hypothesis on the two
subderivations, concluding that id E′1 E

′′
1 . The id app cong premise appeals to the

lemma on this identity derivation to conclude that the applications are equal. The
case det-2 is similar. When a step derivation ends with step app beta, the left-
hand term completely determines the right-hand term, so in the case det-b the
result is immediate by reflexivity. The %total declaration instructs Twelf to check
that this type family represents a total relation by induction on the first step

derivation—though, because of the symmetry, using the second derivation would
also suffice. The totality of id_app_cong is used as a lemma in showing the to-
tality of det—for example, it is used to show the existence of an inhabitant of
id_app_cong DidE1 refl DidApp for some DidApp given DidE1 and refl.

Twelf successfully proves the totality of det, even though the relation contains
only cases where the final rule used in both step derivations is the same. This
is because the off-diagonal cases are all vacuously true—and moreover, Twelf’s
metatheorem checker rules out these contradictory cases automatically. For exam-
ple, if one derivation concluded with step app 1 and the other with step app 2,
then there would be subderivations concluding both value E1 and step E1 E′1. These
two types can never be simultaneously inhabited: step is only inhabited when E1 is
an application, and there is no rule inhabiting value for an application. Similarly,
if one derivation concluded with step app 1 and the other with step app beta,
subderivations would give a step derivation whose left-hand side is a lam, which
cannot exist. The other off-diagonal cases can be contradicted in a similar manner.
Twelf’s coverage checker rules out cases like these where the inputs to a metatheo-
rem result in an uninhabited instance of some type family (Schürmann & Pfenning,
2003). This feature both eases the development of Twelf proofs and keeps these
details from cluttering the final product. As another example, in the companion
Twelf code, we give a proof of progress for the STLC that exploits this feature to
avoid an explicit canonical forms lemma.

4.3 Strengthening

The strengthening property of the STLC is stated as follows:

Theorem 4.8 (Informal Statement of Strengthening)
If γ, y : τ0 ` e : τ and y # e then γ ` e : τ .

Strengthening is easy to prove if all types are inhabited (simply substitute any
term of the appropriate type for y), but the proof we give in this section handles
uninhabited types as well. This theorem might, näıvely, seem difficult to prove for
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our higher-order representation of the object language, as it requires a detailed
statement about variables that would seem to require their representation as data.
In this section, we give a simple Twelf proof of this property without sacrificing the
higher-order representation. Strengthening illustrates three additional features of
Twelf metatheory: it is a theorem stated for a non-trivial world; its proof appeals
to induction in an extended LF context; and its proof illustrates a common Twelf
device for handling the variable case of a theorem.

To formalize the statement of strengthening in Twelf, we will need to capture
the condition y # e, that the variable y is not free in the term e. However, under
the representation strategy defined in Figure 8, the variable y is free in the term
e exactly when the LF variable y is free in the term Me representing e. Therefore,
adequacy (Theorem 3.1, Theorem 3.5, Theorem 3.11) implies that this informal
statement of strengthening is equivalent to the following, where we let Wof consist
of all contexts Γ such that γ ctx � Γ ctx and we work in LF[Σ], where Σ is the
signature for the STLC in Section 3.

Theorem 4.9 (Statement of Strengthening via the Encoding)
For all Γ ∈ Wof, for all E such that Γ ` E⇐ tm, T and T0 such that Γ ` T, T0 ⇐ tp,
and D such that Γ, y : tm, dy : of y T0 ` D ⇐ of E T, there exists a D′ such that
Γ ` D′ ⇐ of E T.

Unlike preservation, which was stated for the world {·}, this theorem is stated
for a world Wof containing the representations of object-language typing hypothe-
ses. The world declaration is critical for equivalence with the informal statement in
Theorem 4.8—for example, if this theorem were stated for the world {·} like preser-
vation, the LF statement would only adequately correspond to a weaker theorem
about object-language typing derivations in the empty context. Moreover, the proof
we give below requires the more general inductive hypothesis, so it would not suffice
to prove the weaker theorem, even if that were the informal theorem of interest.

The statement of Theorem 4.9 is almost in the form supported by Twelf, but the
condition Γ, y : tm, dy : of y T0 ` D ⇐ of E T is in a context other than Γ, which is
not permitted. However, it is simple to put it in the correct form by abstracting
over the extra variables y and dy, premising the theorem on a term of higher LF
type. The revised theorem is as follows:

Theorem 4.10 (Revised Statement of Strengthening)
For all Γ ∈ Wof, for all E such that Γ ` E ⇐ tm, T and T0 such that Γ ` T, T0 ⇐
tp, and D such that Γ ` D⇐ Π y:tm. of y T0 → of E T , there exists a D′ such that
Γ ` D′ ⇐ of E T.

4.3.1 Twelf Proof

This ∀∃-statement is translated into the Twelf type family, mode, and worlds dec-
laration in Figure 16. The only subtlety in the type family and mode declarations is
that T0, E, and T are tacitly universally quantified at the outside by Twelf’s implicit
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strengthen : ({y : tm} of y T0 -> of E T)

-> of E T

-> type.

%mode strengthen +X1 -X2.

str-e : strengthen

([y] [dy : of y T0] of_empty)

of_empty.

str-a : strengthen

([y] [dy : of y T0]

(of_app

((Dof1 : {y} of y T0 -> of E1 (arrow T2 T)) y dy)

((Dof2 : {y} of y T0 -> of E2 T2) y dy)))

(of_app Dof1’ Dof2’)

<- strengthen Dof1 (Dof1’ : of E1 (arrow T2 T))

<- strengthen Dof2 (Dof2’ : of E2 T2).

str-l : strengthen

([y] [dy : of y T0]

(of_lam ([x] [dx : of x T2]

(Dof : {y} of y T0 -> {x} of x T2 -> of (E x) T)

y dy x dx)))

(of_lam Dof’)

<- ({x} {dx : of x T2}

strengthen ([y] [dy : of y T0] Dof y dy x dx)

((Dof’ : {x} of x T2 -> of (E x) T) x dx)).

%block ofblock : some {T : tp} block {x : tm} {dx : of x T}.

%worlds (ofblock) (strengthen _ _).

%total D (strengthen D _).

Fig. 16. Incomplete First Attempt to Prove Strengthening for the STLC

arguments convention. The %block and %worlds declaration are Twelf’s concrete
syntax for defining the world Wof. The block declaration defines a context block
called ofblock containing the declarations x : tm, dx : of x T for some term T⇐ tp.
The %worlds declaration states strengthen for the world of LF contexts contain-
ing any number of ofblocks. This set of contexts corresponds exactly to those for
which the judgement γ ctx � Γ ctx is derivable.

Figure 16 contains an incomplete first proof attempt; it is instructive to see
where this proof fails, and the modification necessary to correct the proof is small.
The constants str-e, str-a, and str-l give an inductive definition of the relation
strengthen. The case str-e is simple: when the open typing derivation was derived
by the rule of_empty, the conclusion can be derived by of_empty because this
constant does not mention the variables (this corresponds to the fact that the on-
paper rule of empty is stated for an arbitrary context γ). The case str-a applies
when the open derivation was constructed with the rule of_app, in which case the
subderivations Dof1 and Dof2 can potentially mention y and dy. However, because
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y is not free in (app E1 E2), it is not free in the subterms, so by induction on each
subderivation (two strengthen premises to the constant), we can create derivations
of the same facts that do not mention y and dy; then reapplying the constant of_app
gives the result.

The case str-l is slightly more involved because it passes under a binder. It
is helpful to first consider how this case would proceed on paper. The input is a
derivation of

γ, y : τ0, x : τ2 ` e : τ
γ, y : τ0 ` λ x:τ2. e : τ2 → τ

of lam

where y #λ x:τ2. e. Under this condition, y # e as well, so we can use exchange for
the object language typing judgement to permute the assumptions y : τ0 and x : τ2
and then appeal to the inductive hypothesis on a derivation in the extended context
Γ, x : τ2, y : τ0 to give a derivation of γ, x : τ2 ` e : τ . Then reapplying of lam gives
the result.

The Twelf case is precisely analogous. When the last rule applied was of lam, the
subderivation Dof in an extended context is represented by an LF term of function
type {y} of y T0 -> {x} of x T2 -> of (E x) T. Observe that the arguments
to the function are the encoding of the assumptions (other than γ) in the premise of
of lam. Because the term lam ([x] E x) is well-formed without y in the context,
E can only mention the free variable x. The inductive call to strengthen takes place in
a context extended with x : tm, dx : of x T2; this is represented by giving the constant
str-l a higher-order premise that abstracts over these two variables. Observe that
this context extension stays in Wof; if this were not the case, Twelf would report
an error, signaling that the inductive hypothesis of the totality assertion for this
relation, which is stated only for contexts in Wof, would not apply. The use of
exchange is implicit in the fact that the strengthening variables for the inductive
call are bound inside this dependent function type. The inductive call outputs a
derivation Dof’ that can mention only the bound variables x and dx, and then
applying the constant of_lam gives the result.

Though each of these three cases is correct, they do not satisfy the totality
assertion defined by the mode and worlds declarations. Specifically, this relation
does not cover the typing derivation given by a variable dx in the context—there
is no inhabitant of the type strengthen ([y] [dy] dx) D for variables dx. In an
informal proof, this is the case for of var: assume y # x and γ, y : τ0 ` x : τ , then
the variable x must be bound in γ, so of var derives the conclusion.

It may not be immediately obvious how to formalize a case for a variable—where
can one even mention an arbitrary LF variable dx from the context? In Twelf, such
cases can be covered by putting the case for theorem in the context itself. Proofs of
metatheorems are simply constants of particular types, so the standard apparatus of
hypotheses can be deployed to cover cases for variables. For this theorem, whenever
we assume a typing derivation dx, we also assume a case of strengthen for it.
Instead of proving the theorem for contexts in Wof, we prove it for a world Wstr,
which contains contexts of the form

x : tm, dx : of x T2, dstr : Π T0:tp. strengthen (λ y. λ dy. dx) dx, . . .
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strengthen : ({y : tm} of y T0 -> of E T)

-> of E T

-> type.

%mode strengthen +X1 -X2.

%% str-e and str-a are unchanged

str-l : strengthen

([y] [dy] (of_lam ([x] [dx] Dof x dx y dy)))

(of_lam Dof’)

<- ({x} {dx : of x T2}

{_ : {T0:tp} strengthen ([y] [dy : of y T0] dx) dx}

strengthen ([y] [dy] Dof x dx y dy) (Dof’ x dx)).

%block strblock : some {T : tp}

block {x : tm} {dx : of x T}

{_ : {T0:tp} strengthen ([y] [dy : of y T0] dx) dx}.

%worlds (strblock) (strengthen _ _).

%total D (strengthen D _).

Fig. 17. Completed Proof of Strengthening for the STLC

As in the informal proof, the variable typing derivation dx is the necessary output in
this case. Another way to understand these contexts is to recall that an LF variable
stands for all possible substitution instances—by insisting that contexts have this
particular form, we are restricting the substitution instances for x and dx to those
for which strengthening holds.

Figure 17 contains the completed proof. The theorem statement has changed
according to the above discussion: the block strblock declares blocks of the above
form, and the worlds declaration states the theorem for the world generated by
this block. The theorem case in the block defines the relation strengthen for the
canonical forms that were not covered in the previous attempt. Only one other
change to the previous proof is necessary: the inductive call in str-l adds the
strengthen case to the context to stay in the world for which the theorem is
stated.

4.3.2 Correctness of the Statement of Strengthening

Let Σ′ stand for the extension of the signature Σ from Section 3 with the con-
stants for strengthen. The above Twelf proof implies the following statement of
strengthening, which is stated in LF[Σ′].

Theorem 4.11 (Statement of Strengthening in Wstr)
For all Γ ∈ Wstr, for all E such that Γ ` E⇐ tm, T and T0 such that Γ ` T, T0 ⇐ tp,
and D such that Γ ` D ⇐ Π y:tm. of y T0 → of E T, there exists a D′ such that
Γ ` D′ ⇐ of E T.
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weaken : {T0} of E T -> ({x} (of x T0) -> of E T) -> type.

%mode weaken +X1 +X2 -X3.

- : weaken T0 D ([x] [dx] D).

%worlds (ofblock) (weaken _ _ _).

%total {} (weaken _ _ _).

Fig. 18. Direct Twelf Proof of Weakening for the STLC

This theorem differs from our desired theorem statement (Theorem 4.10) in two
ways: it is stated for an extended signature Σ′ and for a different world Wstr.
Thus, it is possible that we successfully proved the wrong theorem. For example,
Theorem 4.11 might not cover all object-language typing derivations, or it might
assume some additional typing derivations that have no informal counterpart. To
assuage these concerns, we should check that Theorem 4.11 implies Theorem 4.10.
Because the only differences between these two theorems are the LF signature and
world, it should not be surprising that the content of this theorem is a transport of
adequacy result:

Lemma 4.12 (Transport of Adequacy for strengthen)
1. Σ′|of = Σ|of.
2. For all Γ′ ∈ Wof, there exists a Γ ∈ Wstr such that Γ|�Σ′

of = Γ′.

Proof
Observe that �Σ′ adds the edges tm �Σ′ strengthen, tp �Σ′ strengthen, and
of �Σ′ strengthen to �Σ. The first part is true by calculation. The second part
can be proved by a simple induction on the number of blocks in Γ. For any ofblock

of the form x : tm, dx : of x T there is a strblock

x : tm, dx : of x T, strx : Π T0:tp. strengthen (λ y. λ dy. dx) dx

because the indices to the theorem case for strengthen mention only terms bound
in the ofblock; the restriction of this block to of is the original block.

Using this lemma and Theorem 2.17, the proof that Theorem 4.11 implies Theo-
rem 4.10 is direct. Thus, the Twelf proof does indeed prove the informal statement
that we wanted to show.

4.3.3 Contrasting Strengthening with Weakening

Whereas strengthening requires an inductive proof, weakening can be proved di-
rectly, as we show in Figure 18. The type argument T0 is made explicit so that it
can be universally quantified; otherwise, it would be existentially quantified because
it would appear only in an output. The proof of weaken includes only one case, in
which, given a derivation of of E T, we introduce functions to create a derivation
that is abstracted over x and dx. The fact that this LF constant is well-typed
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%% previously proved congruence lemma for identity

id_app_cong : id E1 E1’

-> id E2 E2’

-> id (app E1 E2) (app E1’ E2’)

-> type.

%mode id_app_cong +X1 +X2 -X3.

%worlds () (id_app_cong _ _ _).

%% all free variables of a well-typed term must have a typing assumption

%% in the context

all_declared : ({y : tm} of (E y) T)

-> ({y : tm} id (E y) E’)

-> type.

%mode all_declared +X1 -X2.

- : all_declared ([y] of_app (D1 y) (D2 y)) DidApp

<- all_declared D1 (Did1 : {y:tm} id (E1 y) E1’)

<- all_declared D2 (Did2 : {y:tm} id (E2 y) E2’)

<- ({y : tm} id_app_cong (Did1 y) (Did2 y) (DidApp y)).

...

%worlds (ofblock) (all_declared _ _).

%total D (all_declared D _).

Fig. 19. Excerpt of Twelf Proof of Motivating Example for World Subsumption

corresponds with weakening being admissible in LF: the use of the variable D is
insensitive to which other variables are in the LF context, so we may derive

. . . , D : of E T, x : tm, dx : of x T0 ` D⇒ of E T

by atom term var, and then use canon term atom and canon term lam to
introduce the functions.

It may at first seem curious that there is such a direct proof of weakening but
not of strengthening—why does strengthening for LF not give the result? In this
instance, strengthening for LF would prove the following:
If Γ, y : tm, dy : of y T0 ` D ⇐ of E T and neither y nor dy are free in E or D, then
Γ ` D⇐ of E T.
That is, strengthening in LF only allows the variables to be dropped when they
are known not to be free in the derivation D. In the statement of strengthening
in Theorem 4.9, the variable y is not free in the term E, but both variables may
appear in the derivation D. This stronger statement of strengthening requires an
inductive proof even when the weaker version does not; indeed, one can imagine
object languages where the weaker statement is true but the stronger one is not.
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4.4 World Subsumption

4.4.1 Motivating Example

When proving theorems that are stated for a non-trivial LF world, it is common to
want to use a lemma that is stated for one world in the proof of a theorem stated
for another. We illustrate this with the following (somewhat contrived) theorem:

Theorem 4.13
If γ ` e : τ , where X , y,X ′ ` e term but y is not in γ, then y # e.

That is, all free variables in a well-typed term must be declared in the context.
Figure 19 contains an excerpt of a Twelf proof of this theorem (see the com-

panion Twelf code for the remaining cases, which are simple but not necessary for
the discussion in this section). The premise that γ ` e : τ , where y is potentially
free in e but is not declared in γ, is represented by the input LF term of type
({y : tm} of (E y) T)—the term E may potentially mention the variable y, but
there is no typing derivation for y given as a hypothesis. The conclusion, that y # e

is represented by the output LF term of type ({y : tm} id (E y) E’)—the term
E, which may mention the variable y, is α-equivalent to a term E′ in which y does
not occur (recall the definition of id in Section 4.2). To adequately represent the
informal statement, which is stated for arbitrary object-language contexts γ, the
Twelf statement is stated for the world consisting of ofblocks.

The excerpt of the proof shows the case when the typing derivation was derived
using of app . Appealing to the inductive hypothesis on the two subderivations
shows that y is not free in either E1 (with evidence Did1) or E2 (with evidence
Did2), and we must use these facts to show that it is not free in app E1 E2. To do
so, the case appeals to the congruence lemma id app cong proved in Figure 15 (for
reference, the statement of this lemma is reiterated at the top of Figure 19). This
call is in an extended context binding the variable y.

Should this call be allowed? The current theorem, all declared, is stated for
the world Wof, whereas the lemma, id app cong, was proved in the world {·}.
Unfortunately, a lemma proved for one world may not be true in another, and, in
this case, there is indeed a problem. The world Wof contains additional canonical
forms of type tm that are not present in {·}, so it is possible that there are input
derivations of id E E′ in Wof that id app cong is not prepared to handle. More
formally, the totality assertion for id_app_cong is the following:

For all Γ ∈ {·}, if Γ ` D1⇐ id E1 E1′ and Γ ` D2⇐ id E2 E2′ then there exist D3
and D such that Γ ` D3⇐ id (app E1 E2) (app E1′ E2′) and
Γ ` D⇐ id app cong D1 D2 D3.

Appealing to this theorem fromWof instantiates Γ with a context other than ·. This
is impermissible, absent some additional reasoning justifying that the theorem still
holds in the extended world.

To solve this problem, we can prove id app cong in the larger world. Intuitively,
we need to show that the application congruence rule for id is admissible not
just on closed terms, but also on open terms. Fortunately, our original proof does
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id_app_cong : id E1 E1’

-> id E2 E2’

-> id (app E1 E2) (app E1’ E2’)

-> type.

%mode id_app_cong +X1 +X2 -X3.

- : id_app_cong refl refl refl.

%worlds (ofblock) (id_app_cong _ _ _).

%total {} (id_app_cong _ _ _).

Fig. 20. Twelf Proof of Lemma id app cong in Wof

indeed prove the stronger theorem—in Section 4.2 we were concerned only with
closed terms, so we did not consider the extended theorem statement. This can be
expressed with the Twelf code in Figure 20. The only difference from the proof in
Figure 15 is the worlds declaration, which states the theorem for Wof. The proof
goes through as before.

Unfortunately, this revised theorem is still insufficient for two reasons. The first
is that the call to it from the proof of all declared is not in Wof, as the extended
context contains a variable y but no typing derivation. This problem can be solved
by revising the case of the theorem to add an unused typing hypothesis for y to the
context. The more serious issue is one of modularity: the statement and proof of
id app cong have nothing to do with typing derivations, but yet the lemma needed
to be stated for a world containing typing derivations to support its later use. This
issue is analogous to modularity issues we encountered with adequacy proofs, and
we can deploy the same machinery to solve it.

4.4.2 Definition of World Subsumption

Calling a lemma stated for a world W from a theorem stated for a world W ′ is not
always permissible: it is possible that W ′ contains additional canonical forms that
the lemma is not prepared to handle (as in the above example), or that the lemma
outputs canonical forms in W that do not exist in W ′. In either case, the lemma
proved inW may no longer be true inW ′. Fortunately, the same techniques that we
used to transfer adequacy from one world to another can be used to transfer proofs
of metatheorems from one world to another—the key issue in both cases is the
characterization of the relevant canonical forms. In particular, we define an order
on worlds as follows, where the relation Γ ∼ Γ′ is identity modulo permutation of
independent hypotheses:

Definition 4.14 (World Subsumption)
W .a W ′ iff for all Γ′ ∈ W ′, there exists a Γ ∈ W such that Γ|a ∼ Γ′|a.

Because the proof that one world subsumes another may be non-trivial, Twelf
implements a conservative but useful approximation of the relation W .a W ′.
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The intuitive justification for choosing this orientation of the relation .a is that
world subsumption is a sufficient condition for weakening the world of a totality
assertion (i.e., for transporting a theorem proved in a smaller world to a larger one):

Theorem 4.15 (Totality Assertions Remain True in Larger Worlds)
Assume an LF constant a ⇒ Π x1:A1. . . .Π y1:B1. . . . type that satisfies the following
totality assertion:

For all Γ ∈ W, for all M1 such that Γ ` M1 ⇐ A′1, . . . , and Mm such that
Γ ` Mm ⇐ A′m, there exist N1 such that Γ ` N1 ⇐ B′1, . . . , and Nn such that

Γ ` Nn ⇐ B′n, and D such that Γ ` D⇐ a M1 . . . Mm N1 . . . Nn.

where
[Mi−1/xi−1]Ai−1

. . . [M1/x1]A1Ai = A′i
[Nj−1/yj−1]Bj−1

. . . [N1/y1]B1 [Mm/xm]Am . . . [M1/x1]A1Bj = B′j.

Then for all W ′ such that W .thm W ′, the totality assertion for W ′ is also true.

Proof
The proof is direct using Theorem 2.17, Theorem 2.11, and two additional lemmas:

1. If Γ ∼ Γ′ then Γ|a ∼ Γ′|a.
2. If Γ ` M⇐ A and Γ ∼ Γ′ then Γ′ ` M⇐ A.

The proof of the second part uses exchange (Lemma 2.7).

Intuitively, the condition W .a W ′ ensures that all canonical forms of type a

in W ′ also exist in W. This condition is necessary to use a lemma proved for W
from a theorem stated forW ′, as it ensures thatW ′ does not add additional inputs
that the lemma is not prepared to handle. However, the condition W .a W ′ does
not imply that all of the canonical forms of type a in W exist in W ′. This may
intuitively seem problematic for the above theorem—what if the lemma returns a
canonical form in W that does not exist in W ′? The lemma cannot return such a
derivation because totality assertions quantify over the context Γ at the outside:
when the lemma is given canonical inputs in a particular Γ, it returns canonical
outputs in the same Γ.

To understand Theorem 4.15, it may be helpful to consider an example in which
it does not apply. Recall the transport of adequacy theorem for strengthening,
Lemma 4.12 above. The second part of this lemma is equivalent to stating that
Wstr .of Wof. Moreover, the proof that the statement of strengthening in Wstr

(Theorem 4.11) implies the statement of strengthening in Wof (Theorem 4.10) is
similar to the proof of Theorem 4.15. However, we cannot use Theorem 4.15 to give
an alternate proof of this theorem. Lemma 4.12 proves Wstr .of Wof, but it does
not prove Wstr .strengthen Wof, which would be necessary to satisfy the premise of
Theorem 4.15 (in fact, it is not true that Wstr .strengthen Wof). In this example,
the ∀∃-statement of strengthening transfers fromWstr toWof, as we proved above,
but the totality assertion for strengthen does not—precisely because the contexts
in Wstr contribute proof cases to strengthen.
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id_app_cong : id E1 E1’

-> id E2 E2’

-> id (app E1 E2) (app E1’ E2’)

-> type.

%mode id_app_cong +X1 +X2 -X3.

- : id_app_cong refl refl refl.

%block tmblock : block {x : tm}.

%worlds (tmblock) (id_app_cong _ _ _).

%total {} (id_app_cong _ _ _).

Fig. 21. Twelf Proof of Lemma id app cong in Wtm

4.4.3 Using World Subsumption

The proof of all declared at the beginning of this section required a lemma assert-
ing that identity is a congruence on open terms. The correct statement and proof
of this lemma is presented in Figure 21. The theorem must be stated for the world
containing term variables (call this worldWtm) to account for open terms. However,
unlike the previous statement, this theorem does not mention typing derivations,
which are irrelevant to this particular lemma and its proof. It is easy to show
that Wtm .id app cong Wof: of 6� id app cong, so for any context Γ of the form
x : tm, dx : of x T, . . ., it is true that Γ|id app cong ∈ Wtm. Thus, Theorem 4.15 implies
that id app cong holds in Wof as well. This authorizes the call from the proof of
all declared in Figure 19.

Observe that {·} 6.id app cong Wof because tm � id app cong, so Theorem 4.15
does not permit the theorem to call the weaker version of the lemma, which was
stated only for the empty context. Of course, had we anticipated needing the open-
term congruence lemma, we could have proved that lemma in the first place, as
it includes closed terms as a special case. It is worth noting that, though these
examples have to do with worlds, the general principle has nothing to do with
Twelf: in a paper proof, one might choose to prove a weaker version of a lemma for
use at one point in a proof, and then, later in the proof, discover that a stronger
version is necessary.

The world subordination criterion emphasizes that transport of canonical forms
is important not just for modular adequacy proofs, but also for modular Twelf
proofs.

4.5 Discussion

Though Twelf proofs are mechanically checked, a programmer still must verify that
a Twelf theorem statement corresponds to the informal statement of the theorem
he wants to prove. As we have seen in this section, the adequacy methodology
permits a precise account of the correspondence between informal and mechanized
theorem statements. That said, a Twelf programmer does not need to make this
correspondence for every theorem he proves. In a large Twelf proof, there are usually
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a few top-level theorems stating the major results about a system (e.g., progress
and preservation for a language) that are proved using many lemmas. In this case,
it is necessary only to verify that the top-level theorem statements correspond to
the desired informal theorems; there is no need to consider the informal analogues
of lemmas that are not of independent interest.

5 Related Work

A reader who is interested in learning more about Twelf should visit the Twelf
Wiki (http://twelf.plparty.org/), which contains numerous tutorials and case
studies.

LF and Twelf. Harper et al. (1993) introduce the LF type theory and represen-
tation methodology. The canonical-forms presentation of LF in this article is due
to the treatment of Concurrent LF by Watkins et al. (2002, 2004a); it has since
been applied to several other type theories (for example, see Nanevski et al. (2007);
Nanevski & Morrisett (2006); Lee et al. (2007)). The general method of defining a
type theory algorithmically goes back to the AUTOMATH languages (de Bruijn,
1993; van Daalen, 1980). Previous treatments of the metatheory of LF include the
following: Harper et al. (1993) discuss the metatheory of LF with β-conversion but
not η-conversion. Salvesen (1990), Geuvers (1992), and Goguen (1999) discuss the
extension to βη-conversion. Coquand (1991) gives a shape-directed equality algo-
rithm for LF. Harper & Pfenning (2005) present a type-directed equality algorithm.
Felty (1991) presents LF with formation judgements that admit only canonical
forms, but defines equality using β-reduction on non-canonical forms.

Several logical frameworks extend LF with additional features. Linear LF (LLF)
extends LF with linear connectives (Cervesato & Pfenning, 2002). Concurrent LF
(CLF) extends LLF with more linear connectives and with an intrinsic notion of
concurrency (Watkins et al., 2002, 2004b; Cervesato et al., 2002). These exten-
sions ease the representation of language features for which LF provides no native
support—e.g., a language with state can conveniently be represented using the
linear connectives in LLF.

The Twelf User’s Guide (Pfenning & Schürmann, 2002) describes the features of
Twelf. The metatheory of Twelf is discussed in several sources. Pfenning (1991) in-
troduces the logic-programming operational semantics for LF. Pfenning & Rohwed-
der (1992) give an early overview of the Twelf methodology. Rohwedder & Pfenning
(1996) discuss mode and termination checking. Pientka & Pfenning (2000) discuss
an extended termination checker. Schürmann (2000) and Schürmann & Pfenning
(2003) discuss coverage and world checking.

Several extensions of Twelf have been studied but not yet fully implemented.
Schürmann & Pfenning (1998) discuss a metatheorem prover. Anderson & Pfen-
ning (2004) discuss uniqueness checking. Schürmann et al. (2005) describe an ex-
tended metatheorem language that would permit more general theorems than ∀∃-
statements. Reed (2006) describes an approach to extending the metatheoretic ca-
pabilities of Twelf to Linear LF.
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Applications of LF and Twelf. Several papers discuss applications of LF and Twelf.
Lee et al. (2007) discuss a Twelf proof of type safety for the Harper-Stone in-
ternal language for Standard ML. Avron et al. (1989) discuss LF representation
and present several examples. Michaylov & Pfenning (1991) present some of the
metatheory of Mini-ML. Pfenning (1992) gives a proof of the Church-Rosser theo-
rem for the simply typed λ-calculus. Pfenning (1994) gives a proof of cut elimination
for intuitionistic logic. Schürmann et al. (2001) present some of the metatheory of
Fω. Schürmann & Stehr (2005) present a formalization of Howe’s embedding of
HOL into NuPRL. Appel (2001) presents a foundational proof-carrying code sys-
tem. Appel & Felty (2002) use Twelf to implement tactical theorem provers. Crary
& Sarkar (2003) present a typed assembly language and applications to proof-
carrying code. Simmons (2005) presents the metatheory of a functional language
with references. Pfenning (1999) surveys various methods of representing deductive
systems in logical frameworks. The examples directory of the Twelf distribution
contains additional examples of deductive systems and their metatheory.

Though they do not focus on mechanization, several additional papers are ac-
companied by Twelf appendices mechanizing the metatheory of the presented lan-
guages. Crary (2003) formalizes a foundational typed assembly language. Murphy
VII et al. (2004) and Murphy VII et al. (2005) formalize modal type systems for
distributed computing. Licata & Harper (2005) formalize a language extending ML
with a form of dependent types. Garg & Pfenning (2006) formalize an authorization
logic. Acar et al. (2007) prove consistency and correctness of a semantics for self-
adjusting computation. Fluet et al. (2006) formalize a substructural type system
for region-based memory management.

Other Mechanization Tools. The LF logical framework is similar in spirit to the
AUTOMATH languages (Nederpelt et al., 1994)—both provide frameworks for
representing machine-checkable mathematical arguments, while neither make any
foundational commitment about what logics can be represented.

Other proof assistants that have been used to formalize mathematics and com-
puter science include Coq (Coq Development Team, 2007; Bertot & Castéran,
2004), Isabelle/HOL (Nipkow et al., 2002), NuPRL (Constable et al., 1986), HOL
Light (Harrison, 1996), and ACL2 (Kaufmann et al., 2000). Many of these proof
assistants have been applied to the domain of programming languages and logics.
For example, Miculan (1997) shows how to encode several logical systems in Coq;
Leroy (2006) reports on implementing a certified compiler in Coq. Klein & Nipkow
(2006) formalize a semantics for a Java-like language in Isabelle/HOL.

Twelf, Coq, Isabelle/HOL, and other proof assistants differ significantly in the
representation techniques they support, the classes of metatheorems that can be
proved, the style in which proofs are written, and the degree of automation they
provide. A detailed analysis of the trade-offs between these tools is beyond the
scope of this article. In the literature, several efforts have been made to compare
and contrast proofs of the same theorem formalized in different proof assistants.
For example, the POPLmark Challenge (Aydemir et al., 2005) is one benchmark
on which proof assistants can be compared; solutions have been presented in Twelf,
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Coq, Isabelle/HOL, and other systems. Appel & Leroy (2006) compare Coq and
Twelf proofs of a first-order list-machine benchmark.

6 Conclusion

In this article, we have surveyed the LF λ-calculus, the LF methodology for rep-
resenting languages, and the Twelf methodology for mechanizing metatheory. Fol-
lowing Watkins et al. (2002), we have shown how LF, a minimal dependent type
theory, can be defined so that only canonical forms are well-typed, giving a direct
inductive definition of the canonical forms. We have shown how the minimality
of LF enables higher-order representations of syntax and judgements, whereby an
object language inherits α-equivalence, capture-avoiding substitution, and proper-
ties of hypothetical judgements from the logical framework. We have shown how
these representations are proved adequate by simple structural inductions on the
informal object-language entities and on the canonical forms of LF; and we have
shown how subordination-based transport of adequacy facilitates modular adequacy
proofs. Finally, we have shown how the proofs of ∀∃-statements over LF types can
be represented relationally within LF and mechanically verified by Twelf, again
using subordination and induction on canonical forms.

There are several important and useful features of Twelf that we have not dis-
cussed in this article. Chiefly, Twelf implements a logic-programming operational
semantics for LF (Pfenning, 1991). Using this operational semantics, one can run
the LF specification of a programming language directly. For example, the type
family step defined in Figure 13 can be run as an interpreter for the STLC, and
the type family of can be run as a type checker. The interested reader should con-
sult the Twelf User’s Guide (Pfenning & Schürmann, 2002) or the Twelf Wiki to
learn about the additional features of Twelf.

In future work, we expect that the methodologies that we have surveyed in this
paper will be scaled to richer logical frameworks, to tools that provide more auto-
mated theorem proving, and to more-general metatheorem languages. Research on
Linear LF and Concurrent LF has shown how how these frameworks permit facile
representations of systems that are cumbersome to represent in LF (Cervesato &
Pfenning, 2002; Cervesato et al., 2002). The LF methodology for adequate represen-
tations scales to these richer frameworks; the programmer simply has a richer collec-
tion of types available for generating canonical forms. The extension of Twelf’s logic-
programming operational semantics and totality checker to these logical frameworks
is current and future work (Reed, 2006).

At present, Twelf is most often used as a metatheorem checker rather than as a
metatheorem prover, in the sense that most often a proof of a ∀∃-statement is rep-
resented explicitly as an LF type family and then verified by a totality assertion.
A metatheorem prover (i.e., an extension of Twelf with the ability to automat-
ically generate an LF type family satisfying a given totality assertion) has been
studied and implemented in a previous release of Twelf (Schürmann & Pfenning,
1998). However, the current Twelf implementation of this metatheorem prover does
not output the LF type family that it discovers, limiting the feature’s utility. This
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metatheorem prover’s implementation may eventually be completed, and the devel-
opment of more-sophisticated metatheorem provers is a subject of active research.

Because Twelf metatheorems are proved using totality assertions about LF type
families, the class of metatheorems that can be mechanized is restricted to ∀∃-
statements over LF types. On the one hand, as the successful Twelf formalizations
cited in Section 5 demonstrate, these ∀∃-statements have proved to be sufficient for
formalizing a wide variety of metatheorems about programming languages and log-
ics. On the other hand, we have no way to quantify when metatheorems of this form
will be sufficient, and there are some well-known examples of proofs that cannot
be formalized directly using Twelf’s metatheorem language. For example, proofs by
logical relations often require more quantifier complexity than ∀∃-statements afford.
In future work, we expect that this restriction may be lifted by moving to a differ-
ent metatheorem language that permits more general statements (see Schürmann
et al. (2005) for some preliminary work). Though such a metatheorem language is
a departure from the specific methodology outlined in this paper, it is in essence
just a different way of expressing proofs by induction on the canonical forms of LF.

In summary, we believe that the LF and Twelf methodology for mechanizing
languages and their metatheory is both useful in practice today and the foundation
of interesting future research. We hope that the interested reader will use LF and
Twelf and assess their utility himself.
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